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Digital Audio
Control Surface

mixing router based topology

fullscale digital peak and VU metering

5.1 surround sound plus 3 stereo masters

two studios, CR and HDPN/Studio 3 monitors

COMPACT -32 faders - 53" wide/32"deep /9" high talkback communication (programmable)
router oased source/destination selection
mix follows talent / logic follows source
paging channel strips - 64 channels on 32 faders
12 user -programmable switches (comm, salvos, triggers, etc.)
scalable - up to 64 input faders
automatic failsafe DSP card option

routabie mixes

automatic failsafe CPU card option

event storage and recall

redundant power supply option

eight s:ereo subgroup mixes

eight s:ereo sends

switched meters with system wide access (including all
console inputs and outputs)

eight mix -minus outputs (can be expanded)

dedicated master, group and DCM faders (no fader sharing)

four DCM faders (digitally controlled groins)

motorized faders

Bus-Miius (w/TB & solo) on every input (cirect out)

pageable fader option

pan/bal, blend, mode, EQ/dynamics on every input

dedicated LCD display per function (EQ, Pan, Dynamics)

delay inputs or outputs (frames or milliseconds)

multiple surfaces can share I/O

With thousands of digital consoles installed, trust Wheatstone for your next project!
THE DIGITAL AUDIO LEADER
Copyright 0 2006 by Wheatstone Corporation
Specs & feateres subject to change w/o notice

Wtv-)c)trt-c.:1110.
tel 252-638-7000 / www.wheatstone.corn / sales@wheatstone.corn
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CENTRIO' - THE WAY YOU PICTURED IT.
The simplified, flexible CENTRIO- system design reduces the cost and comp exity
of large system monitoring - with no compromise in features or performance.

Combining superior graphics, an industry -proven architecture and integrated test and
measurement took, CENTRIO'" is a breakthrough in multiviewer design and value.

To learn more, visit www.broadcast.harris.com/centrio.
Canada +1 800 387 0233

I

USA East +1 800 231 9673

I

USA West +1 888 843 7004

CENTR
The breakthrough multiviewer

I

Latin America +1 786 437 1960

Harris is the ONE company delivering interoperable workflow solutions across the entire broadcast delivery chain with a single, integrated approach.
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THIS MONTH'S FREEZEFRAME QUESTION
At this year's NAB convention, the association's engineering
department released the tenth edition of the "NAB Engineering

Readers submitting correct entries will be entered into

Handbook." How many sections does the handbook contain, and
how much does the record -setting book weigh?

your entry "Freezeframe-December" in the subject field, and
send it to: editor@broadcastengineering.com. Correct answers
received by Feb. 1, 2008, are eligible for the drawing.
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Panasonic's AJ-HPX2000 shoulder -mount

P2 HD camcorder provides the versatility

you require to thrive h unpredictable
shooting situations. By integrating native
HD 2/3" progressive CCDs, solid -state's
ultra reliability and fast file -based workflow,
and the ability to record in any HD or SD
fo-mat, the HPX2000 is the most flexible, full
production -quality camera available. With the
new AVC-Intra codec, the HPX2000's full resolution
is recorded in 10 -bit, 4:2:2 master -quality video*
without sub -sampling. With five P2 cards, you
can shoot for over 5. hours** in HD and view content

immediately. At a price that'll make you smile, the
HPX2000 is an investment that will pay off now, and for years

to come. Visit us at www.panasonic.com/broadcast

Panasonic AJ-HPX2000
DVCPRO HD/50/25 and optional AVC-Intra 50/100
P.- 30 HD/SD formats

(1080p,10801, 720p, 480p, 480i)

2/3" 3-CCDs with 14 -bit ND process' ig
Ultra reliable solid-state recording
Five-year warranty****

when it counts

Panasonic ideas for life
and 6332 GB P2 cards "'With AVC-In:ra option '

r regular. 4 years extended upon registration.
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OCTOBER'S FREEZEFRAME ANSWER
Ten years ago, these marketing phrases appeared in Broadcast
Engineering magazine. Match the phrases to their respective
companies.
DTV ready
Digiclean

The answer is always
It's Un-Reel

Next level solution
The DTV solution for every resolution
We're bringing tomorrow together
Next generation television and video

Sony, insert page 51
Snell & Wilcox, page 79
Dolby, page 47
360 Systems, page 35
Harris, page 33
NDS, page 31
Philips, page 3
Panasonic, page 5

READERS WHO ANSWERED CORRECTLY:
There were no correct submissions.
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY

MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE
STEP UP TO MAXELL BROADCAST MEDIA.

Renowned for product innovation and pioneering technologies, Maxell has been a leading
brand for acquisit on, duplication, editing, post -production, archiving and playback -to -air for
over 30 years. And now, that legacy continues with the introduction of Maxell Professional Disc
for XDCAM. With 23.3GB of ultra -fast optical storage, Maxell Professional Disc provides a superior
direct -to -disc recording solution, capable of holding 65 minutes in HD format. Exceptional speed,
capacity, reliability and durability. That's why broadcast professionals who demand maximum
performance choose Maxell performance.

For more information, visit www.maxell.com.
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David
vs. Google
With all the media noise recently generated over Google's predicted Gphone,

you'd think all other technology was
blasé. The press gave the impression
that the Gphone's features would be so all -encompassing that the only other things you'd need to live would
be food and water.
The reality is that the Gphone is not a phone at all. It's
a software development kit called Android. What does
Android do, you ask? First a little background.

In addition, Google has committed $10 million to reward developers coming up with new ideas developed on
Android.
Where does television fit in this mix?
Just prior to this year's NAB convention, the ATSC announced it was launching a development process to create
a terrestrial broadcaster DTV-to-mobile broadcast standard called ATSC-M/H. The goal is to enable TV stations
to broadcast video to mobile receivers.
The last we've heard from ATSC was that it had received
10 responses to its RFP. Two of those are A-VSB (Advanced

VSB) promoted by Samsung and Rohde & Schwarz, and
MPH (Mobile -Pedestrian -Handheld) proposed by Harris
and LG.

In July 2005, Google bought a small, young start-up
company called Android. This company was chock-full of
mobile -device code -writing talent. This began the media's
prediction of a soon -to -come Gphone.
Sixteen months later, Google announced Android, describing it as an open software platform consisting of an
operating system, middleware, user-friendly interface and
applications. The key here is the word applications, which
is geek-speak for functions and features.
What threw most observers is that Google decided not
to compete against Apple's iPhone with a Gphone. Rather,

Some might argue that I'm comparing apples to oranges. After all, reception technology in a handheld isn't an
application. Or is it?
Users don't care a hoot about whether their cell phone
or mobile device uses ATSC or Google's Android to get
video. They won't care if it's streamed or broadcast. They
just want their MTV and other programs.
So, while Google hands out $10 million to build better handhelds, ATSC works with donated time and unpaid
expertise.
Broadcasters need a place at the video -to -mobile table.
One way stations and engineers can help protect their future is to participate in the Open Mobile Video Coalition.
This is an alliance of U.S. commercial and public broadcasters committed to the development of mobile digital
television. The coalition claims its members operate more
than 420 stations. However, that means two-thirds of U.S.
broadcasters are not participating.
Until someone can hand out $10 million to support an
ATSC-compatible solution, it's up to individual stations
to make mobile digital television a priority. Give these
guys your support. Visit the Open Mobile Video Coalition
at www.openmobilevideo.com.

the Internet giant hopes to change the rules by forming
a consortium of 34 companies under an umbrella called
The Open Handset Alliance. These companies have agreed
to use Android as the platform for products they will de-

velop. Using a common platform across many handsets
would revolutionize the cell phone industry. The benefits
would be incredible for both manufacturers and users.
8
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Automated promos
cut out boring repetition, and save loads of time
If you're using an editor for creating promos, you could save a Id of time with graphics and
voice-over automation. You'll also benefit from improved consistency, and easier last minute
changes to the run down. So check out t'ne new promo features of our Xmedia Suite graphics

authoring and management software, and unleash the creativity of your promo team.
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Moreover, Class A and LPTV stae"

Standardized wrapper

The EBU/SMPTE Task
Force recognized that
there was a need for a

Metadata in
object model

Video

standardized wrapper
that could hold video,
audio, vertical blanking
interval (VBI) and other
data essence, along
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Audio

with metadata in an
object model.
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Subtitle text

VBI
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Metadata interchange
Dear Brad Gilmer:
I thought the July 2007 Computers & Networks column titled "Metadata
interchange" was a great article. Clearly standardized metadata is becoming

increasingly necessary. Sure, today we may have standards, but I think we
have too many of them.
I hope the Task Force's work on a standardized wrapper goes well and that
its recommendations are universally adopted. Standards aren't really standards if everybody's got a different one.
Mike
New Mexico

Brad Gilmer responds:
The industry has talked about the importance of metadata for many years.

I think everyone realized that it is vital, but users are just beginning to harness the power this can bring to their facilities. Why did it take so long? Well,
first tape -based technology needed to be converted to files. Then video and
audio needed to be interchangeable. It turns out that this was no simple feat!
Finally, metadata was at a point where it could aid workflows, but before it
could do that, it needed to get past proprietary solutions. All of this took
some time, but I think you will see major advances in this area in the coming years.

DTV education needed

Class A and LPTV stations are exempt

Dear editor:
I am president of WatchTV, a Class

from the Feb. 17, 2009, DTV deadline. There are more than 7300 such

A and LPTV operator in Oregon. I

stations in the United States, which is

am also a past president and cur-

more than four times the number of
full -power stations. That means only
one-fourth of transmitters will cease

rent board member of the Community Broadcasters Association (CBA),
www.dtvnow.org. By writing you this
letter, I hope to shed some light on an

issue that the CBA has with the upcoming DTV transition.
First, let me give you a little background information. TV translator,
10

analog broadcasting in 2009.
The CBA is concerned that public-

ity about the DTV transition is misleading if it suggests that no over -the air analog TV service will be available
after the 2009 deadline.

broadcastengineering.com I December 2007

tion viewers should not be misled into believing that they must
buy digital receivers to continue to
view these stations. These consumers will be further misinformed if
they are encouraged to subscribe to
cable and satellite television services
that do not carry Class A and LPTV
stations.
Here's what should be done in order to avoid misleading viewers:
Publicity about the digital transition should be fully informative.

Class A and LPTV stations need
additional opportunities to apply for
digital companion channels.
Mutually exclusive digital companion applicants should be permitted to
settle by selecting new channels that
are not mutually exclusive rather than
being forced into auctions.
Congress should be encouraged to
pass legislation affording must -carry
rights to all television broadcasters,
not just full -power TV broadcasters.

The CBA has met with FCC commissioner Jonathan S. Adelstein and
Rudy Brioche, the commissioner's legal assistant for media issues, with its
concerns. We hope that the FCC and
other organizations who are helping
to advance the DTV transition will remember that some analog service will
remain available after the transition.
We also hope that consumers will be
educated rather than misled.
Greg Herman
President
WatchTV

NEWSONESTOP

at www.broadcastengineering.com
For more news, visit our Web site
and click on the News
link at the top of the page
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See the Freezeframe question
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Send answers to editer@broadcastengineering.com
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Capturing the future
Divergent options may influence decisions on field
acquisition gear for localTV news.
BY CRAIG BIRKMAIFR

The news industry is in turmoil. The Internet is chang-

ing the fundamentals of
how Americans (as well as
people globally) get their daily news
fixes. Virtually all of the traditional
news sources are losing audiences as

ered over the last 24 hours.

The situation in the newspaper

contrast, fewer than 15 percent of
homes do not subscribe to cable or

ownership in the top 20 U.S. TV

satellite television. And the Internet

The long-standing advantages of
the electronic news media - sound
and pictures - are available to
any news organization.

ditionally relied on for local, national
and international news.

markets have only one economically
viable daily newspaper today. Those
that remain are acutely aware of the
challenges to stay relevant in a world
where most of what gets printed is a

markets. (For more, see "Web links"
on page 14.) In an op-ed piece published in the "New York Times," FCC
chairman Kevin Martin noted falling
newspaper circulation and dwindling
advertising dollars as indications of
the poor health of the industry. (See
"Web links:')
Martin wrote: "At the heart of all
of these facts and figures is the undeniable reality that the media mar-

rehash of the stories that radio, TV
and the Internet have already coy -

ketplace has changed considerably
over the last three decades. In 1975,

distributing bits as opposed to physi-

cally distributing bits of dead trees
with ink blotches. While the newspaper industry has already experienced massive consolidation, most

FRAME GRAB

15 percent of television households.
Satellite TV did not exist. Today, by

industry has grown so acute that the
chairman of the FCC is promoting
the idea of newspaper and TV cross-

more people turn to the Internet to
augment the sources they have tra-

Newspapers are taking big hits
in subscriber levels; however, they
are embracing the Internet and the
economic advantage of creating and

cable television served fewer than

A look at the issues driving today's technology

Worldwide smart phone shipment forecast
By 2011, global shipments are expected to reach 324 million

as we know it today did not even exist in 1975. Now, nearly one-third of
all Americans regularly receive news
through the Internet."

What Martin did not mention is
that the long-standing advantages of

the electronic news media - sound
and pictures - are available to any
news organization when a viewer
turns to an Internet news portal for
the latest stories. In many cases, audio
and video coverage of a story is avail-

able on demand, not just from the
evening news.
Such is the reality in a world filled

with inexpensive SD, and now HD,
camcorders and citizen news reporters equipped with phones that capture high -resolution stills and video.

350

Which path to follow?

300

It's not like things are all rosy in TV
land either. In its report on "The State
of the News Media in 2007" (see Web

250
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links), the Project for Excellence in

100

Journalism says: "Local TV news, long

50
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Source: iSuppli
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America's most popular information
medium, is hardly proving immune
to the revolution changing journalism. In 2006, audiences appeared to
be dropping for newscasts across all

time periods during the day - even
mornings, which had been growing:'
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At Last!
Automatic Loudness Correction
for File -Based Programming

For broadcasters and programmers, the delivery of consistent, high -quality

content is of p-imary importance in satisfying viewers. If that content is file
based, the Dolby® DP600 Program Optimizer automatically analyzes and

normalizes loudness levels in a standardized, repeatable way-and in faster

Loudness applications
for the Dolby DP600
Program Optimizer:
For terrestrial broadcast

than real time. The DP600 ensures your programming, archived or newly

Automated broadcast media file
QC and loudness correction

ingested, plays out at a consistent loudness level. Whether it's from program

For cable and IPTV

to program, between programs and commercials, and even between channels

Broadcast media file QC and
loudness correction

within your service, the DP600 is the ultimate solution for correcting loudness

Automated VOD file analysis
and loudness correction

levels. End ycur viewers' loudness complaints-with the new Dolby DP600.

Automated digital program
insertion (DPI) file analysis
and loudness correction

The Dolby DP600 Program Optimizer is the recipient of two Broadcast

For satellite

Engineering nick Hit Awards, a TV Technology STAR Award, and an IABM

Automated broadcast media file
QC and loudness correction

Award for Excellence 2007. For more information, visit www.dolby.com

Pay -per -view (PPV) file analysis
and loudness correction

and click on the DP600 spotlight.

Dolby and the doubt? -D symbol are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories.
© 2007 Dolby Labor3torie>, Inc. All rights reserved. S07/18913/18928
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Local TV news organizations, already challenged by declining ratings and competition from the Internet, are in many cases facing budget
cuts. This comes at a time when the

investment in new technology for
newsgathering may be critical to their
future prosperity.
To further complicate the situation,

stations are confronting the immi-

As the newspaper industry is learning, sticking with what has worked for
decades is not an option. The industry

delivering acquisition products for

already has a considerable lead over
local TV news organizations with respect to the development of function-

the HD ENG market.
There is another option, however,
that stations should explore that may
help bridge the expensive decision to
purchase HD ENG gear. Your station

ally useful news portals.

may already have camcorders that

Should a station invest in HD to

keep up with other stations in its
market? Should a station focus on

can capture news footage in the 16:9

If you are planning
to take the big
plunge to HD ENG,
think progressive.

nent transition to DTV, including the
ability to deliver widescreen images
in standard and high definition. Upgrading a station's news organization
to HD is the most visible way a station can demonstrate it is embracing
DTV. This may become a competitive
necessity as other stations in a market
upgrade to HD.
As broadcasters approach this

the development of an Internet news
portal? Can it do both?
If the answer is both, which from
this vantage appears to be the only viable option, how does this impact investments in newsgathering gear and
the back -end infrastructure needed
to deliver the news through multiple
distribution media?

crossroad, the choice is not which
path to follow, but how to follow

Being digital

multiple paths:
Should the station upgrade to HD
for studio segments of its newscasts?
Should the station upgrade to HD

more than transmitting bits that

Shooting in widescreen formats

deliver higher quality pictures and
sound. Nicholas Negroponte, in his
book, "Being Digital," talked about
the many benefits that flow from

should be the first step. Even if a sta-

ENG for field acquisition?

Should the station divert or add

The DTV transition involves much

turning all forms of information into

resources to take the stories that are

bits. (See "Web links.")

created for on -air use to the Internet?

At its core, the DTV transition is
about the digitization of virtually all
of the workflows (and the underlying technology) that stations need to
support existing operations. But even
more important, being digital means
that the bits that the station produces
can easily be repurposed for new applications - for example, to provide
content for an Internet news portal.
To draw this column to a logical
and productive close, let's focus on a
single issue: How should you be acquiring images from the field?
Many stations are taking the HD
news plunge. The first step typically
involves upgrading the news set and

Web links
"Martin proposes changes to
cross -ownership rules," Broadcast
Engineering's 'Beyond the
Headlines" newsletter
http://broadcastengineering.
com/RF/martin-changes-crossownership-rules-1115
"The Daily Show," by Kevin J.
Martin, "The New York Times,"
www.nytimes.com/2007/11/13/
opinion/13martin.html
"The State of the News Media in
2007," The Project for Excellence in
Journalism
www.stateofthenewsmedia.
org/2007

"Being Digital" by Nicholas
Negroponte
http://archiyes.obs-us.com/obs/
english/books/nn/bdcont.htm

the studio cameras to support HD.
SD sources are upconverted, and a
station may place information in the
pillarbox areas around 4:3 sources.
The second step typically involves
HD newsgathering equipment, where
there are many emerging options for
field acquisition gear. JVC, Panasonic,

Sony and Thomson Grass Valley are

14
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widescreen aspect ratio, and there is
wide range of affordable camcorders
that can acquire widescreen SD images. These widescreen assets can be
upconverted for integration into an
HD newscast with very good quality.

tion has not upgraded the studio
infrastructure, it will help the field
crews become accustomed to the issues of shooting in a widescreen format and improve the archival value of
stories. And these widescreen assets
can be repurposed immediately for
an Internet news portal.
If you are planning to take the big
plunge to HD ENG, think progressive.
Interlace complicates the transition to

being digital. It is a legacy compression technology that is disappearing
along with CRT -based television displays. Frame -based images can easily be converted to any resolution for

display - up for the highest quality
1080p displays or down for Internet
and mobile TV applications.
BE
Craig Birkmaier is a technology consultant
at Pcube Labs, and he hosts and
moderates the OpenDTV forum.
rilSend questions and comments to:
craig.birkmaier@penton.com

HDIVONESTOP

at www.broadcastengineering.corn
For more news and articles on
HDTV, visit our Web site
and click on the HDTV
link at the top of the page

Blackmagicdesign

Multibridge Eclipse has SDI, HDMI and Analog
editing with 16 channels of audio for $3,495
Multibridge Eclipse is the most sophisticated

editing solution available. With a massive
number of video and audio connections,
elegant design and the world's first 3 Gb/s SDI,

advanced editing systems for Windows"' and
Mac OS X"' are now a reality.

2K
DIGITAL

FILM RESOLUTION

World's Highest Quality
Multibridge Eclipse is the first solution to
include 3 Gb/s SDI and Dual Link 4:4:4 SDI
for connecting to decks such as the Sony

HDCAM SR. Multibridge Eclipse works natively in uncompressed
10 bit video, so it offers the highest video quality possible.

Connect to any Deck, Camera or Monitor

Microsoft Windows or Apple Mac OS X

Multibridge Eclipse is the only solution that features SDI, HDMI,
component analog, NTSC, PAL and S -Video for capture and
playback in SD, HD or 2K. Also included is 12 channels of XLR
AES/EBU audio, 4 channels of balanced XLR analog audio and
2 channel HiFi monitoring outputs. Connect to HDCAM, Digital

Multibridge Eclipse is fully compatible with Apple Final Cut Pro-,
Adobe Premiere Pro': Adobe After Effects"; Adobe Photoshop-,

Betacam, Betacam SP, HDV cameras, big -screen TVs and more.

Combustion-, Fusion"' and any DirectShow"' or QuickTime"'
based software. Multibridge Eclipse instantly switches between

feature film resolution 2K, 1080HD, 720HD, NTSC and PAL
for worldwide compatibility.

Advanced 3 Gb/s SDI Technology

With exciting new 3 Gb/s SDI connections,
Multibridge Eclipse allows twice the SDI data
rate of normal HD -SDI, while also connecting

to all your HD -SDI and SD -SDI equipment.
Use 3 Gb/s SDI for 4:4:4 HD or edit your latest feature film using
real time 2048 x 1556 2K resolution capture and playback.
The Aviator images are courtesy of Miramax, Warner Bros. and theBasement.

Multibridge Eclipse

$3,495
Learn more today at www.blackmagic-design.com

FCC UPDATE
BEYONDTHE HEADLINES

FCC issues VNR fines
The commission charged Comcast $20,000 for
airing video news releases without naming the source.
BY HARRY C. MARTIN

In response to complaints filed
by public interest groups in
November 2006, the FCC has
fined Comcast $20,000 for carrying portions of video news releases
(VNRs) without attributing them to
a source. The material was carried in
cablecasts of four episodes of a consumer interest program appearing on
a regional Comcast channel.
Section 76.1615(a) of the commission's rules, which applies to cable originated programming, is similar
to the sponsorship identification rule
applicable to broadcasters. Both rules
require sponsorship identification
where program materials are provided at no or nominal cost because the

sleeping, Rescue Sleep may be what

76.1615(a) of the rules is invalid be-

you're looking for?'

A segment about health and fit-

cause Section 317 of the Communications Act, which authorizes the

ness used material produced by General Mills about Wheaties cereal and

FCC to regulate sponsorship identifications, applies only to broadcast -

This and other recent decisions dealing
with VNRs raise First Amendment issues
because they intrude into the newsroom
and affect editorial independence.
the "Wheaties Fit to Win Challenge
Again, this was the only commercial
product shown or mentioned during
the segment.

free footage is deemed to have signifi-

Another segment discussed the

cant value. Here is a summary of the

importance of life insurance and that
September is "National Insurance
Month?' The segment showed footage
from two interviews with a representative of Allstate Insurance. One portion contained the Allstate logo. Both
interviews were produced by Allstate.

VNRs at issue:

One segment about nonprescription sleep aids featured footage produced by Nelson's Rescue Sleep, a natural sleep aid product. It was the only

product mentioned during the seg-

ers and not to cablecasting. Comcast
further argued that it did not violate
the rule because it received no compensation in exchange for use of the
VNRs. The FCC affirmed its jurisdiction over cablecasting and found that
Comcast received valuable consideration when it was provided with the
free material.

VNRs' affect on newsrooms
This and other recent decisions

"If you are one of the estimated 70

A segment that discussed laptop
computer security employed video

dealing with VNRs raise First Amendment issues because they intrude into

million Americans who have trouble

footage produced by Trend Micro, the

the newsroom and affect editorial
independence. This is of particular
concern where VNRs are edited by
a station's news staff or where only
small clips from such materials are

ment, which contained the statement,

maker of a software product called
Remote File Lock. The video illustrat-

Dateline
February 1 is the deadline for
TV stations in Kansas, Nebraska
and Oklahoma to file their biennial
ownership reports.
In the following states, February
1 is the deadline for TV, Class A
and LPTV stations that originate
programming to place their annual
EEO reports in their public files
and place them on their Web sites:
Arkansas, Kansas, Louisiana,
Mississippi, Nebraska, New Jersey,
New York and Oklahoma.

ed the dangers posed by lax security
and the prevalence of identity theft
from laptop users. The specific footage explained the utility of that product as a defense against identity theft.

One segment featured extensive
images and mentions of Bisquick
pancake mix. The segment was produced by General Mills, and Bisquick

was the only commercial product
shown during the segment. The story
was about the history of Bisquick and
ran on its 75th anniversary.

Harry C. Martin is a past president of the
Federal Communications Bar Association
and a member of Fletcher, Heald and
Hildreth, PLC.

Comcast argues its case
Comcast contended that Section

16

used in newscasts or other programming. For this reason, the Radio and
Television News Directors Association (RTNDA) has actively opposed
the FCC's initiatives in this area. The
FCC crackdown on VNRs has not yet
reached the courts.
BE
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Digital audio
Give maximum fidelity to the original production.
BY AL DO CUGNINI

Last month, we looked at some

of the audio processors used
in today's digital broadcast
plants. This month, we'll dig
a bit deeper into multichannel audio
encoding for DTV transmission.

Surround is all
around - isn't it?

and MPEG-2 audio compression,
5.1 is encoded onto six discrete in-

ing. Thus, broadcasters will often take
existing Dolby Surround -encoded

formation channels, all with perfect
separation between them. Often, a
broadcaster will not send any of the
LFE information, resulting in what
is commonly called 3/2 encoding,

material and transmit it in 2/0 mode.
ATSC A/52 includes a 2 -bit field in
the bit stream info (BSI) header that
can indicate whether the transmission

which is three front channels plus

(perhaps all) AC -3 decoders include
Pro Logic decoding when 2/0 content
is received, so such a transmission will

two rear surround channels.

Artificial or matrixed surround,

Due to the large amount of legacy stereo content available, many

such as Dolby Surround or ProLogic, is an analog process that creates a

is matrix surround encoded. Many

be reproduced in Dolby Surround if

multichannel experience by matrixing

For maximum fidelity, the broadcaster
should always switch the transmission
to 2/0 if only two channels are sourced.

surround information onto a stereo
pair, then decoding this at the receiver
to produce additional surround channels. Matrix refers to the mathematical operation whereby three input sig-

nals - left, right and surround - are
transformed into two channels - left
total (Lt) and right total (Rt) - for

broadcasts are still sent in 2/0 mode,

main and surround channels varies

or regular stereo. This is also true for a
large amount of new content because
of the extra workflow (read: expense)

and can be as low as 3dB.

involved in creating a five -channel

True 5.1 multichannel sound is
encoded by means of five channels

mix. However, much stereo con-

transmission. Separation between the

tent has already been generated with
Dolby Surround encoding, and this
will benefit from appropriate decod-

plus low -frequency effects (LFE).

With Dolby AC -3 (Dolby Digital)

the transmission mode is set and the
receiver is equipped to do so.
Some broadcasters will just lock
the AC -3 encoder into 3/2 mode and
send the stereo material in L/R. With
no audio on the other channels, the
encoder will allocate very few bits to
them, so this is no big waste of bandwidth. However, a bigger problem exists, as can be seen in Figure 1 on page

20. If surround -encoded 2/0 Lt and
Rt content is put into the L/R of a 3/2

FRAME GRAB

A look at tomorrow's technology

delivery, this will only come out of

HDTVs among faster growing consumer technologies

L/R of the five -channel decoder, the

By 2012, 69 million people will own an HDTV set

Pro Logic decode function will not
activate, and it will just come out
in stereo with a hollow center (also
known as the hole in the middle).
Thus, the broadcaster should always

36

switch the transmission to 2/0 if only
two channels are sourced.
Some broadcasters also will generate a pseudo -surround by synthesizing surround from a stereo signal and
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an equally bad practice, as the down mix to a stereo playback will ruin the
original stereo mix.

Millions
Households that will have an HDTV
Source: Forrester Research
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transmitting it in 3/2 mode. This is

www forrestercom

The ATSC standard includes a
method for carrying AC -3 within a
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rigorous confidence check, to ensure

that all audio content and metadata

Left
Left

11.11

Center

Center

are carried properly.

Maintain proper
audio levels
The subject of dialog level and how

Dolby

Right

digital
encoder

Right

to set the Dolby Digital dialnorm
parameter has been covered in this

Dolby
digital
encoder

Left

surround

Left
surround

Right
surround

surround

Right

Figure 1. Sending Lt/Rt over a 3/2 transmission will result in a poor surround experience.

serial digital audio stream. By conforming to the IEC-958 logical format, AC -3 can be carried on AES3
interfaces as well as S/P-DIF and em-

bedded with video into SDI. Dolby
recommends that networks distribute

for DTV broadcast to consumers.

Metadata can be used to carry
channel configuration information,
allowing proper switching of audio
coding modes. However, there is no
guarantee that this metadata (or the

L

R

magazine extensively, and shall not be
repeated here. However, one situation

has come to mind that should never
be tolerated. Never process your audio with a standard NTSC broadcast
limiter! Such a device was designed
to account for the high -frequency
pre -emphasis of analog NTSC audio
transmission and therefore applies
limiting based on a rising pre -emphasis curve. This is not a good idea!
If there is a piece of legacy analog

equipment that you just can't part
with - for whatever reason - make
sure that it does not process audio
based on any kind of pre -emphasis or

If there is a piece
of legacy analog

equipment that
you can't part
with, make sure
that it does not

Ls

I

Rs

Downmix

LFE

process audio
based on any kind
of pre -emphasis or
equalization curve.

Figure 2. A typical display can show various characteristics of a multichannel audio

signal, but not necessarily give an indication of what the signal is supposed to
look like.

their 5.1 -channel programming using

Dolby E, a technology designed for
optimal transmission of multichannel
audio through stereo infrastructures.
Like AC -3, Dolby E can be carried
over discrete or embedded interfaces. At the local stations, the Dolby E
stream can be routed or switched as
necessary before being decoded and
then encoded into Dolby Digital 5.1

20

embedded audio) will be carried pristinely through all SDI devices. This is
a particularly vexing problem with ad

hoc systems that must be set up and
taken down due to dynamic requirements. For this reason, there must be
a standard protocol set up for all devices to be used in the video and audio
chain. Also, installation of each piece

of equipment must be followed by a
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equalization curve. Study the operation manual (or better yet, the schematics, if possible) to convince yourself of this.

Similarly, the dynamic range of
your audio should be judiciously
maintained. NBC Universal (NBCU)

and other broadcasters are now implementing procedures to help station engineers establish and maintain proper station loudness levels,
and NBCU has urged the industry to

Sound gives pictures an emotiona, dimension that movement alone can't
convey. The increasilg Vise of surround sound adds even greater impact
to the viewing experient But it calls for much greater console capacity.

At Calrec we've been meeting the changing needs of broadcasters
for over thirty yea -s. And as you'd expect from a company dedicated
exclusively to live production and on -air broadcast audio mixing, we've
developed an innovative surround sound solution that's as economical
as it is practical.

New Bluefin tech lobgy provides twice the signal processing
capacity in a frac-ion of the space of conventicnal systems and with
100% redundancy.
Sounds exciting? Fi-id out more at

CALREC
Puttirc Sound in the Picture
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adopt similar procedures. Subjectively producing proper levels is a laborintensive process, so it's important to
at least use an appropriate loudness -

be used to verify that all channels are
present and accounted for, surround
production inherently produces a

the surround levels will often change

dynamic situation that cannot be

These tools can monitor various
aspects of the audio, such as levels,
interchannel phase and loss of audio.

Subjectively producing proper levels is a
labor-intensive process, so it's important
to at least use an appropriate loudness sensitive processor to maintain the proper
dialnorm and dynamic range levels.
sensitive processor to maintain the
proper dialnorm and dynamic range
levels. (For more, see "Dialnorm: A
good idea gone bad" on page 66.)

Monitoring is not simple
While various tools exist to monitor
multichannel audio, and these should

deemed correct by a simple viewing of
a display. (See Figure 2 on page 20.)

For example, since dialog will not
always be present, it is not unusual
for the center channel to be zero for
periods of time. Similarly, while a
production will almost always have
audio on the left and right channels,

widely, and may also be absent for
considerable lengths of time.

They can also be placed at various key

points throughout a broadcast plant,
allowing for a centralized monitoring
of the signals. Currently, however, the

best these tools can do is to monitor
and display the various parameters
of these signals. There is no way to
sound an alarm when the condition
is different from the way it was originally produced. For example, how do
you know if a channel that has been
quiet for five minutes isn't supposed
to be that way?

The right tools are available
Thankfully, there are products
available today that can solve many

of the problems mentioned here,
combining

dynamics

processing

for loudness control with surround
sound upmixing, handling metadata,
processing Lt-Rt downmixes and ensuring that two -channel audio being
sent to consumers is not wrongly signaled as 5.1 -channel. Work remains
to be done in the area of automated

Light speed
Light weight
Right choice

monitoring and should include a

LWB-64
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combination of metadata and signal
processing. The best way to operate a
multichannel sound facility is to give
maximum fidelity to the original production, whether it was monophonic,
stereophonic or true multichannel.
The best promise of digital television
is to enhance the prior art, not to use
gimmicks to pretend that something
is what it is not.
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Aldo Cugnini is a consultant in the digital
television industry.
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Compression issues
On packetized networks, bandwidth is at a premium.
BY BRAD GILMFR

ompression is a core enabling technology for the

1

CBR 1

digital television revolution. Without it, digital

0.9

television simply would not be possible. It allows viewers to experience

0.8
0.7

outstanding quality without huge
increases in cost. Seemingly, com-

0.6

pression is relatively straightforward.
0.5

Broadcasters should use as much
compression as their viewers can
stand. Of course, the issue of com-

0.4
0.3

pression is especially critical in IPbased networks, where bandwidth is

0.2

usually at a premium.
0.1

Constant bit rate

0

Once the compression is complete,
there are two ways to clock the data

1
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out of the encoder: constant bit rate
(CBR) and variable bit rate (VBR).
As Figure 1 shows, in a CBR sys-

tem, the output of the compression
device is constant. After you set the
compression parameters, the bit rate
from the encoder never changes.
CBR has great advantages. For example, you always know how much
bandwidth is required to transmit the

stream, whether that is over an STL
or during transmission to the home.
Encoder design is relatively simple, so
costs can be reduced.

Although CBR is simple and predictable, it is also inefficient. The
complexity of an image varies with
the image content. In other words, it
is much more difficult to compress
a panning shot of a basketball game
than it is to compress a talking head

during a newscast. With CBR, it's
important to allocate enough bits to
know that when you air a basketball
game, the viewers have an acceptable quality level delivered into their
homes. Set the CBR level accordingly.
But when you are transmitting a simple image, such as a newscaster sitting
behind a desk, you could get the same

24

Figure 1. In the case of a CBR feed set for 1Mb/s, the output from the encoder will
always be 1Mb/s. The blue represents the amount of bandwidth required by the
encoder. The white area above the graph represents wasted bandwidth, because it
is the area between the required bandwidth (blue) and what is actually sent.

quality level using much less bandwidth. Since the bandwidth is nailed
down at a worst -case CBR rate, that
extra bandwidth is wasted.
This is not a major problem when

neer could establish a picture quality
level and then have the compression
system only allocate the bits needed
to reach that level. In this way, more
bits are used when the scene is com-

you are transmitting single signals

plex with a lot of information, and

Although CBR is simple and predictable,
it is also inefficient. The complexity of an
image varies with the image content.
across an STL, or sending a single
television transmission over the air
to someone's home. It becomes a
big problem when you are transmit-

fewer bits are used when the scene is
simple with less information. This is

ting signals over a computer network
with limited bandwidth. IPTV distri-

Variable bit rate

bution networks, satellite transmission systems and the Internet are all
examples of network systems where
bandwidth is at a premium. In these
systems, it would be great if the engi-
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the basis of VBR systems.

VBR systems allow the engineer to
set a high limit and a floor. From that
point on, the bit rate varies between

these two values. These parameters
establish the best quality achiev-

able for complex scenes because the

motrox MXO.
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encoder is capped and cannot use
more bits to encode the complex
scene than is allowed by the high limit. They also determine the minimum
bit rate the encoder will produce, with

the simplest content presented to the
encoder input. As you can imagine,
this system is much more efficient in
its use of bandwidth. Now that there
is extra bandwidth in the system, how
can we make use of it?

This may not be as simple as it
seems. While there is extra band-

dium that will carry a number of
channels, the VBR system will allow
us to multiplex several channels on
to a single transport, using much less

bandwidth than if a CBR was used

for each channel. (See Figure 2.)

etized network, this unused bandwidth is multiplied by the number of

IMMigWEIV

3.5

a single transport channel, the output of the multiplexer tends to remain relatively constant. The transport pipe is filled completely. VBR
systems are more complex than CBR

systems. Not only does the system
need to perform the compression
process, but it also needs to multiplex the various streams together.
Finally, it needs to control the compression process to ensure that bits
available for each channel meet the
maximum and minimum settings

VBR 3

2.5
a>

2

P041110011114.,

1

each channel fluctuates. When several VBR streams are multiplexed into

VBR 4

VBR 1

3

CBR streams.
In a VBR system, the bandwidth of

VBR 5

VBR 2

1171

1.5

is extra, unused bandwidth available
in the channel. Of course, if multiple
CBR streams are sent across a pack-

As long as the peaks and valleys in
the different channels are randomly
distributed (in other words you are
not carrying the same content on all
channels at the same time), an intelligent multiplexer can intermix the
bit streams from several channels in

4.5
4

ing a set quality level at any given
point in time varies such that there

0.5

specified during configuration.
CBR MPEG-2 transmission over
IP has been defined in a new SMPTE
standard (SMPTE 2022). The Video
Services Forum is now working on an
addition to this standard which will
cover VBR transmission. The group
intends to submit this for standardization next year.
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Low bit rate
transmission over IP
Another interesting aspect of

Figure 2. In a multiplexed VBR system, only the bandwidth required for encoding the video
is transmitted. In this figure, the encoder is using VBR to compress five feeds to 1Mb/s
maximum and is then multiplexing them together. The highest bandwidth peak is about
4Mb/s to send all five 1Mb/s streams. In the VBR case, the white area above the graph is
not transmitted. In other words, the output starts at about 3.75Mb/s and then increases to
just over 4Mb/s. Next, it immediately drops below 3.4Mb/s. Only the data that is required
is sent over the network.

transmission of video over packetized networks is the issue of low
bit rate transmission. There may be
times when the output of an encoder
may drop to almost zero for an ex-

tended period of time. This may
seem alien to broadcasters who are

width available, you never know
when it will be available, because it's

hard to predict the level of complexity of video appearing at the input to
the encoder. That said, if the system is
properly configured, using statistics,
we can predict with some certainty

such a way as to maximize the qual-

ity on all the channels while at the
same time reducing the total band-

almost always dealing with compression at data rates of more than 1Mb/

width consumed.

s. What sort of use case is there for
a compressed feed where the bit rate

Comparing CBR and VBR

goes to zero?
The application is picture -in -pic-

that over a given period of time, a
particular range of extra bandwidth

Looking at the figures again, in a
CBR system, encoder output bandwidth stays constant. However, the

small image of an alternate channel

will be available.

amount of bandwidth required to

Assuming there's a transport me -

26

compress the image while maintain-
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ture (PIP). PIP streams produce a
that the viewer is interested in watch-

ing on the TV screen. For example,
the viewer can watch a movie chan-
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nel while simultaneously keeping an

fall to zero for long periods of time

eye on a football game on another

(literally seconds). This poses a challenge for decoder manufacturers who
must always produce output from the

channel. The PIP channel may run at
a nominal rate of some hundreds of
kilobits per second. Because the PIP
channel display is small, and because

of the encoder with nulls. This means
that you will consume some margin-

blank the screen.

al amount of bandwidth on the IP

every bit used for PIP takes away

Of course, you could just repeat

bandwidth from the main channel, it
makes sense for design engineers to
minimize the amount of bandwidth

the last frame of video over and over.
That takes care of the problem at the
display end, but how do you keep the

used by PIP.
Logically, PIP channels are VBR. In

decoder synchronized and keep the
memory buffer in a reasonable range
when there is no input for an extend-

the output from this channel may

that means it has to pad the output

decoder. In these cases, you cannot

An intelligent multiplexer can intermix
the bit streams from several channels
to maximize the quality while reducing
the total bandwidth consumed.

cases where the PEP channel is sending images that are easy to compress,

to have the encoder send out packets
at some nominal low bit rate, even if

ed period of time?
The most reasonable alternative is

link, even if there is no need to send
any data, but at least this provides an
easy way for the decoder to maintain
synchronization.
Compression has been a key en-

abling technology for IPTV, but it
has not been without its challenges.
The good news is that organizations
such as SMPTE and the Video Services Forum are starting to address
the issues.
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brad.gilmer©penton.com
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recreate the movement and changes in
a given scene.

During deinterlacing, motion compensation moves different parts of the
picture to the correct point in time, recreating the missing lines from the interlaced scan so that each field is presented
in full resolution. The same technique
can be used to perform accurate frame rate standards conversion, as both processes must be able to recreate the po-

sition of images at any point in time.
When converting video from 50Hz to
60Hz, motion compensation can be
used to replace 50 frames of video with
60 frames of video.

dress so that the pixels from the input
field appear to have been shifted. The
vertical shift changes the row address,

and the horizontal shift changes the
column address. Address mapping
moves the image with pixel accuracy.
This is followed by using the subpixel
shift to control the phase of the interpolator. Combining address mapping

and interpolation in this way allows

in the converted output is

tion. (See Figure 2 on page 34.)
Still picture management is also im-

portant. While it seems like an easier
task, some technologies turn stills into
a picture with moving bits. Even seemingly benign images can go to pieces,

such as a still shot of a building exterior, with the windows in motion.
Moving roller credits are a particular
challenge. It takes sophisticated motion

estimation so critical is the behavior
of outputs when the converter makes

ment of small objects within a picture.
Phase -correlated motion compensation
can enable high -quality

A common misconcep-

to achieve the correct frame
rate. Actually, every frame

poorly performed motion compensa-

image areas to be shifted by large distances with exceptional accuracy.
What makes the quality of motion

estimation to account for the move-

deinterlacing as well as

Input
field n+1

tion is that 10 frames are

either added or subtracted

speed can help mask the effects of

a Without motion
compensation

precise, clean frame -rate
conversion even for com-

Output
field

plex graphics, fast -motion

Input
field n

sports, film and variable
speed camera outputs.
Exceptional motion
compensation is not just

synthesized from scratch. Be-

cause each frame -rate standard samples different points
in time within the same one Input
field n+1

second interval, phase -corre-

lation technology measures
the measure motion between
two inputs that straddle the
desired output field and then
scales

the motion vectors

higher accuracy in creating pictures, but also
how it makes mistakes. A

mathematical byproduct
of phase correlation is a
reliability indicator that
can tell the system when
it is working effectively

b) With motion
compensation

Input
field n

accordingly. As a result, an
entirely new set of frames is

and when it must tread
more carefully. This in-

generated accurately.

formation provides a
graceful fallback mechanism for concealing any
errors the system inevi-

Processing
challenges
In a motion -compensated standards converter,

Figure 1. Movement of the interpolation axis with motion
compensation

the interfield interpolation axis is not
aligned at the time axis in the presence
of motion. (See Figure 1.) In practice,
the interpolation axis is skewed by using the motion vectors to shift parts of
the source fields. The displacement is
measured in pixels, and the value is divided into the integer part (the nearest
whole number of pixels) and the fractional part (the subpixel shift). Pixels
from input fields are stored in RAM,

which the interpolator addresses to
obtain input for filtering.
The integer part of the impulse response shift is added to the RAM ad -
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tably will make.

a mistake in creating an intermediate

Added image and audio

field. Say a camera pan causes a person

When motion -compensation standards conversion became available,

to move from left to right; the motion
compensation system must locate that
person in a point in time never actually captured by the camera. If the technology moves the head and body differently, the human eye and brain will
know at some level that something's
not right. Thus a minute error in mo-

tion estimation, even for one output
picture, is enough to create a signifi-

phase correlation was so effective
that often the only residual artifact
for the viewer or clue for the downstream broadcaster was that cuts were
no longer clean. Since then, different
technologies have been developed to
ensure clean video transitions between
scenes and programs. Some solutions

Fast and complex motion can be

allow operators to choose the field
dominance of the converter output.
Prior to this, converters scrambled

a challenge for conversion; however,

field dominance whether or not it was

cant disturbance for the viewer.
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correct on the source.
The problem with fluctuating field
dominance is that it becomes difficult
to edit programs. It is also an issue with
international program exchange. Post conversion master editing is tricky when
the field dominance isn't consistent.
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capabilities "have
significantly
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MTV's successful
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Vice President
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broadcasters. This means production
companies and broadcasters must deal
with at least two aspect ratios. Fortu-

user -definable modes.

"MTV has

selected the

ratio is still relatively new to most U.S.

today includes built-in aspect ratio
conversion with various preset and

ri1:11
fiber-optic 1053'

ratio. The transition to a 16:9 aspect

nately, every standards converter made

Proper
compensation

Poor

compensation

Another issue accompanying mod-

ern standards conversion is aspect

somewhere within the delivery chain
- whether on DVD or over a broadcast media - fluctuating field dominance is also a problem here. The issue

makes it difficult for a downstream
compression system to insert a single
clean I -frame. The efficiency of both

workflows - and the quality of the
end product - can be compromised
when standards conversion doesn't

Dealing effectively with audio also
has become the standards converter's
responsibility. Standards converters
should accommodate 16 channels of
audio, or eight AES pairs, and be able
to resample audio and perform sample
rate conversion from the input rate to
the output rate. The Dolby audio stan-

dard is used extensively throughout
the broadcast industry for multichannel surround. This means handling
up to 16 channels filled with Dolby E,
discrete 5.1 audio, an additional stereo
mix and perhaps a second language or
soundtrack information.

Dolby E brings its own requirements to conversion because it is
locked to the incoming frame rate of
video and must be decoded, recoded
and relocked to ensure that the audio
can be re-edited downstream without
corrupting the Dolby E signal.

provide clean transitions.

Product development
Consider pixel accuracy
If content is shot using an interlaced
camera and the content contains interlaced content on a field -by -field basis,
the only transparent way to convert between formats is to use motion estimation to measure the movement between
fields and compensate for the effects of
the movement between them.

The first step is to use motion estimation to nullify the effects of any
movement and to make sure that pixels within the input frame are aligned

Investing in standards conversion
technology is an important decision in
the life of a broadcast, post or duplication facility. Advanced solutions today include comprehensive film tools
for 23p, 24p, 25p, 30p and sF formats,
along with 3Gb/s capabilities to handle
1080p. Standards conversion platforms

are capable of operating within both
the hardware or software domain.
Standards conversion issues do not
disappear in the file -based workflow.
Content must remain at the correct

in time. Within this deinterlacing process, it is the motion estimator's job to

frame rate through the entire workflow

deliver motion information that can

chain.

be used to near -perfectly compensate
for movement.

David Tasker is head of technical sales for
Snell &
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Ultra -reliable SD & HD ingest.
iCR delivers the industry's best real-time encoding performance for both

SD and HD video, including MXF wrapping on the fly and real-time proxy
generation. iCR eliminates dropped frames and other common encoding
problems. But iCR offers much more than just encoding. It provides a
comprehensive range of features that ensure repeatable quality and enable

metadata-driven workflows.
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Real-time end -to -end qualiy contrcl tools automatically verify
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Available as a stand-alone workstation or an enterprise -wide
solution, iCR stands out from the crowd by industrializing
your workflow and delivering repeatable quality.
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TVW's new Hayner Media Center accommodates

three production control rooms.The edit suites
are identically configured with Thomson Grass
Va ley Kayak switchers and a 48 -input Evertz

MVP multiviewer for creating a monitor wall
on a single lc rge display.

TVW moves into

Hayner Media Center
The upgraded facility results in a more efficient
production and enhanced on -air look.
BY MARK SIFGFI

More than two years ago,

TVW - Washington
state's public

affairs

network - asked Advanced Broadcast Solutions (ABS) to

manage the design, installation and
systems integration of its new stateof-the-art digital production and
distribution facility, known as the
Jeannette C. Hayner Media Center, in

Olympia, WA.
TVW's plan was to vacate its leased

office space by January 2007 and
transition to the new facility across
the street without any interruption of
its live daily broadcast operations.

fiber to Camcast Cablevision, which
distributes it to 1.5 million subscriber
households. Independent research
indicates that nearly 1 million people
tune into the TVW cable channel on
a regular basis.

TVW, which provides unbiased cov-

erage of Washington's Senate, House,
Supreme Court and executive branch
proceedings, sends its 24/7 signal via

Challenges in the beginning
Moving the existing gear from the
old facility over to the new location

December 2007 I broadcastengineering.com
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was not an option because TVW had
to continue broadcasting during the
transition. Therefore, ABS decided to
start fresh and build from the ground
up with an all -digital infrastructure
and new serial digital equipment.

overtime to do all of the prewiring,
prebundling and preterminating of
cables in ABS' 5000sq-ft warehouse.
Crews stuffed all of the equipment

sure the proper signal environment

into the racks with plans to move

When the crews began the installation at the new location, there was
no HVAC or power in place yet. The
crews had to work around the con-

The network's budget was $6.5

them right into place at TVW's new
production facility as soon as they

million, of which $3 million was ear-

could gain access to the new location.

marked for construction costs. That
left $3.5 million to cover the technical core budget. TVW was adamant

Equipment in the
technical center

about not going over budget.

The Hayner Media Center has three
times the space of the old facility. Of

Without the luxury of
time, the crew had to

the 15,000sq ft of space available at
the new location, a 520sq-ft area is

compress the planned

devoted to the technical center, which
is where the racks were permanently

18 -week, on -site build

installed. The technical core of the

down to just 11 weeks.

ment systems, such as a Thomson

for the network, ABS installed three-

phase power, isolated ground, UPS
and a generator.

struction trades to pull their cable
and wire from room to room. This
was not an ideal situation. In this case,
high levels of dust and dirt at the site

created a nightmare for the systems

facility also houses key video equip-

Grass Valley Concerto house router,

as equipment supporting

In this two-year period, the greatest
challenge was keeping the project on
budget despite significant changes to

as well

the cost and capabilities of the technology the team planned to use. ABS

All video conversion, fiber connectivity and other digital glue tasks are
handled by Evertz products. The facility employed the company's MVP
multi -image display and monitoring
system to create video walls on a sin-

successfully maintained the budget. In
fact, there was only one change -order

to the entire project, and that was to
add closed captioning at the request
of the network.
Another challenge was the lengthy
delays in construction that impeded
the crew's ability to run cables, and
install and test equipment. Construction delays outside of TVW's control
caused the network to move just as its
lease expired and begin broadcasting
from the new facility on Jan. 7, 2007.

Without the luxury of time, the
crew had to compress the planned
18 -week, on -site build down to just 11
weeks. ABS worked closely with TVW

to determine the proper location and
footprint for the entire plant, including the technical core and production
control areas. The company advised
the architect about its specific technical needs with respect to the electrical
and HVAC loading and design, as well

as wire routing, sound abatement,
lighting and specialized treatment for
ceilings, walls and floors.
To make the most of the time, tech-

nicians and subcontractors worked

42

streaming media, telephony and the
IT infrastructure.

gle large -screen display.
In total, there are 20 racks of equip-

ment at the facility, all of which were
installed in the technical center. They
were arranged in two rows of 10 racks
and installed on a cement floor. The
cables and wires were installed in an
overhead cable tray. For the initial installation, the crew used 19 32in standard rack units, and one 36in rack at

the end of a row to house the server
because the depth of the server required a wider rack unit.
Evertz processing gear was used to

precondition and optimize the fully
SDI signal. The equipment includes
distribution, A/D distribution, frame
synchronization, noise reduction,
proc amp and fiber connectivity from
Capitol Hill to TVW. The facility also
used the company's Vistalink for signal monitoring for quality control.
In any facility, high -quality power
and HVAC is crucial to having good
signal quality within a facility. To en-
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The move to TVW's new 15,000sq-ft
facility enables the network to produce
three simultaneous events.

integrator because delicate equipment is susceptible to damage under
those conditions. Prior to bringing the equipment in, ABS couldn't
pump air through the filtration sys-

tems, which would have helped to
clean the environment sufficiently to
protect the gear. Once the crews were

on -site, they used Visquine plastic
sheeting and air filtration systems as
they worked.

Three control rooms
The next challenge was debugging
all of the installed systems -a painstaking process that took one month.

You want it all?
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on -demand from its Web site at www.
tvw.org. The Web site also makes all of
the events available as streaming audio,
and many of the events can be viewed
as live streaming media or on -demand
as well as via podcasts. The site attracts
more than 500,000 visitors annually.

Flexibility for the future
When TVW began broadcasting
from the Hayner Media Center, there

were several workarounds in place
to smooth over technical issues ABS
could not address in time. The integrator continued to refine the instal -

Technology at work
AJA Kona I/O video capture cards
Allen -Heath series 3800 audio mixer
Apple Final Cut Pro NLE systems
Avid Titan automation
Eve rtz

3000 MVP multi -image display processor
7745FS frame synchronizer
MVP multi -image display and monitoring system
Vistalink signal monitoring
Harris Inscriber graphics
Mackie 140 ZVLZ audio mixer
Omneon Spectrum video server
Panasonic 655 box -style cameras
Pictron digital asset management system
Rhozet Carbon Coder file transcoder
Sundance Digital
Archive Manager
Titan automation
Thomson Grass Valley
Concerto router with Jupiter control
Kayak switchers

Maestro master control switcher
Vinten robotics LCP-8000 camera control system

lation for one month following the
premiere broadcast. The facility performed flawlessly, and the initial audience feedback indicated that viewers
noticed the network's more polished,
graphics -rich on -air presentation.
The goal of the project was to de-

sign a technical operation that was
free from error -plagued or cumber-

some tasks, and one in which all
technical employees could understand the data and workflow.
Today, TVW has a properly scaled
facility with inherent room for
growth and the flexibility to accommodate any technological advance-

ments it might want to incorporate
in the future.

BE

Mark Siegel is president of Advanced
Broadcast Solutions (ABS) in Kent, WA.

Design team
Advanced Broadcast Solutions
Mark Siegel, executive in charge
Timothy C. Colwell, system and CAD
designer
Kenneth M. Scott, system and
project commissioner
David Williams, project manager
Allan D. Freedman, lead installer

Matt Minnihan, wiring technician
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Every day, leading broadcasters rely on our award winning solutions to transport digital video
signals from some of the world's most hostile environments. They choc-se Network Electronics
to be part of their team because we bring industry leading technology, an oLtstanding customer
service record and a commitment to creating the greenest products - combining the lowest
power consumption with environmentally friendly manufacturing.
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Low -power transmitters
Stations need high -quality, low -power DTV systems.
BY DON MARKLFY

Up to this point, most of

the reporting on DTV
transmitters and antenna
systems has focused on
equipment for the large, full -power
DTV systems. That includes transmission lines, multiplexers, filters and the
other big pieces of equipment needed
for ERP values up to 1MW. Now that

the FCC tables of allocations are almost complete, it's time to look at the
smaller hardware.

The need for lower power
While there are more than 1700
full -service TV stations in the United
States, more than 7000 Class A, LPTV

and TV translator stations provide
service to both urban and rural com-

munities. The ERP levels on those
stations vary from less than 10W
for some VHF stations to more than
100kW, depending on class, location
and protection requirements. In any
case, virtually all of those stations are
analog. In addition, several licensees
and groups are trying to lift the cur-

rent freeze on new stations. Many

FRAME GRAB

manufacturers are trying to move
into that large market. They figure
if the number of $1 million deals is
shrinking, it's time to start doing a
bunch of $50,000 deals.

power of 10W to 350W. Fully solid
state, the units are particularly aimed
at the translator market, with optional receivers to make a full system for
off -the -air reception and conversion

Add to the LPTV and translator

to the correct output channel. The

business a growing interest in SFNs,
and the need for lower power transmitters becomes even more obvious.
The SFN approach holds promise, especially in areas where the terrain is
highly irregular. Better service can be
offered through a network with lower

systems are all fully frequency flexible
and field changeable. The MXD series
goes up to lkW.

powered transmitters and shorter
towers as opposed to using a giant
tower with maximum power that
ends up creating holes in the coverage. Each of those networks can have
as many as 10 or 12 transmitters in
the system.

Better service can
be offered through
lower powered

transmitters.
Harris' Ranger line goes from 100W

Therefore, it's obvious why transmitter manufacturers are introducing
new features in equipment smaller
than the lkW range.

to lkW, and its ATLAS line goes up
to 13.5kW. Again, these are both fully

Transmitters

solid state. One thing to notice about
these systems is that the exciters are
comparable with those used for larger
DTV transmitters. This is important

Larcan recently announced the
MXi series, which provides output

because the quality of the output
signal for any transmitter is fairly
fixed by the exciter. Obviously, this is
greatly improved by correction based
on the output signal quality from the

A look at the consumer side of DTV

Consumers have little understanding of HD

transmitter. However, if the exciter

Thirty-two percent of consumers have no understanding of HDTV

doesn't have high quality, you can't fix
it later. It's not like the old days when
you could take a cable TV modulator,

Completely
understand HDTV
(HDTV owners)
Completely
understand HDTV
(general consumers)

hang an amplifier on it and shove it
out the door. The digital signal is a
lot more demanding. Stations should
look at the exciter first. If it isn't first

Moderate
understanding

rate, the station never will be.
BEXT's Lex100 has a power output

of 1W to lkW, with its next largest
model ranging from 250W to 10kW.

of HDTV
No

understanding

Many of the larger low -power trans-

of HDTV
0
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Source: GfK Roper Public Affairs/Media Omnibus Services
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mitters grow by adding modules to
the basic system. The better equipment allows hot switching or replace-

ment of modules to permit maintenance work without shutting the

25 Years of RF Innovation
,^ATscpvf3-T'D\./9-H SYSTEMS MOBILE TV MMDS/BRS/MDS/WCS SYSTEMS, BROADBAND WIRELESS ACCESS, SYSTEM INTEGRATION

From our very first television exciter built in 1982,
Axcera has led the industry with the highest level of
quality, workmanship, and technology. This approach
continues today and our award -winning products are
still backed by the best support in the business, with
an expert support team that is ready to assist you
twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week.
Whatever your transmitter needs may be, Axcera is
here to guide you through, from purchase to final
installation and beyond.

wilxcera
1.800.215.2614 toll free
724.873.8100 phone
web wvvw.axcera.com
email info@axcera.com

the rf experts
Call us today or visit our website,
www.axcer3.corn for more information.
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entire system down.

Axcera offers the solid-state Innovator at power levels up to 350W
and the Innovator LX at levels up
to 3kW. There isn't a rational argu-

transmitter features liquid -cooled
LDMOS devices. These are available
up to 5kW. The company also makes

Services with low -power transmitters
that can be configured as translators.
These units are available in models up

the NH/NV7001, which uses fully aircooled devices and is available from

to 2kW for DTV.

ment for using a tube -type device at
the low power levels. Such tubes are

75W to 300W.

becoming harder to find and to re-

Service develop low -power transmit-

place with domestically manufactured

ters and translators, although they

Both Teko Telecom and Screen

As the allocations for the full -service
TV stations become finalized, there
will be a continuing need for LPTV and
translator stations to change channels.

DMT has transmitters at low and
medium power designed for either
LPTV or translator service. The power outputs range up to 3kW.
Thomson Grass Valley's Elite 100
transmitter goes to 1200W. The Elite

1000 is liquid -cooled with a power
output of up to 4kW.

Antennas
As the allocations for the

full -

service TV stations become finalized, there will be a continuing need
for LPTV and translator stations to

parts. An enormous amount of experience exists with solid-state modules
at these lower power levels, so station
technicians should not encounter any
unanticipated problems.
Rohde & Schwarz's NH/NV7000

call them transposers. Screen Service
has a series of seven models, starting

change channels. One of the nasty
things about most TV transmitting

with a 5W exciter, which becomes
the centerpiece for solid-state trans-

antennas is that, other than wideband
panel antennas, they don't like being
moved to different channels.
Scala's SL -8 omnioid is one rugged

mitters up to 8kW.
Lucid provides American Technical

How does a dua
10.4" HD monitor
fit into 4RU?
(iBuyeau!Bua iopedns jsn! s!
'yap; a!fiew e jou s! 4! :Jennsuv)

V-R1042DP-TE4U

Price: $3999

Now you can build compact high resolution video walls using a new addition
to our TE (Truck Edition) line of monitors. V-R1042DP-TE4U features 10.4"

1024 x RGB x 768 high resolution LCD screens with brightness of 300 nits
and contrast ratio of 700:1. It has HDSDI/SDI multi -rate input with reclocked
loop -through, 4:3/16:9 ratio switching, image shading for 16:9/4:3 simultaneous

production plus controls for Color, Brightness and Contrast adjustments
in a unique housing, which fits in only 4RU.

Marshall Electronics Tel
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800-800-6608 / Fax 310-333-0688

FUJINON

FUJ

Fujinon's Next Generation of Studio Lenses
Wide Angle 7mm
Precise Zoom/Focus

Minimum Focus Breathing

Lightweight (13.2 lbs.)
Robotic Interface
Removable Hood

Broadcast and Communications Products Division

wwwfujinon.com

FUJINON INC. 10 High Point Dr., Wayne, NJ 07470-7434 Phone: (973) 633-5600, FAX: (973) 633-5216
FUJINON CORPORATION 1-324 Uetake, Kita-Ku, Saitama City, Saitama 331-9624 Japan Phone: 81-48-668-2152
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and inexpensive option. However, it is

and bandwidth capabilities, but the

not available as a directional model.
For the lower power stations, primarily translators, Scala has a range of
antennas that are available in various
powers and gains. Another antenna
for LPTV is derived from the Bogner series of antennas, now available

panels often pose a problem for LPTV
stations. The protection requirements

for LPTV and translator stations are
totally contour -based and are usually

through RFS America.

Low- and medium -power TV antennas are available through Dielectric, ERI (which acquired the old An-

stations. The three companies also

manifold -type multiplexer for both
low- and high -power applications.
That type of multiplexer can be set
up to allow stations to be plugged
in as they come online rather than
requiring everyone to buy in at the
same time.

Conclusion
Now that the business is slowing
down on the really big hardware, it
is obvious that manufacturers are

drew line) and Jampro. Those systems

are variations of the medium -power
antennas used by standard broadcast

meet some unusual protection requirements. It also manufactures a

MCI's manifold -style diplexer can be
used in both low- and high -power

manufacture diplexers and multiplexers for combining several LPTV stations into a single antenna. That type

applications.

of operation can minimize the need
for new tower space and new antennas. The multiple station operations
most often use panel -type antennas.

at a given site.

These systems feature power handling

beam tilt in varying directions to

cranking out lower powered systems.

The quality of the equipment is just
as good as that for the big systems,
which is a far cry from the way it was

different for the various frequencies
MCI's panel antennas offer design
flexibility. As an example, one of the
company's antennas has different

30 years ago.

BE

Don Markley is the president of D.L.
Markley and Associates.
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Send questions and comments to:
don.maridey@penton.com

Be ready first for DVB-SH Mobile TV !
New OEM product family for DVB-SH
RF Modulator (MSH-2000)
C) Professional Demodulator (RSH-1000)
(it Test Signal Generator (SSH-2000)

most,

CV3

11,1111.10.
YEI

rt.
7:6ff

=14

0 Digital TV: DVB T, DTMB, ATSC
Mobile TV: DVB-H, DVB-SH, MediaFLO, DAB/T-DMB

Modulators
© Gap-Fillers/Repeaters

© Demodulators
© Signal Generators
© MIP Inserters

-."

Your OEM Partner for DTV and Mobile TV across the World !

Further information at: www.teamcast.com
52
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(D)TeamCast
Your team for Broadcast
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Moving picture: and sound around,
7erfectly.

-he FCC has se a hard deadline
br broadcaste-s to switch from
analog to digital delivery.
The analog todigital game is on!
Watch what happens as these
five players bEttle it out in the
fiercely competitive market. Whc
can they turn to for help? Who
can they trust) NVISION is the

#1 authority n analog to digital
conversion and #1 in HD.
Download "Not all DTV is the
same: DTV is a journey that
most of us h 3ve not completed"

and follow tie game at:
www.nvision.tv/F2B

FEBRUARY 17, 2009

You'll also learn how we can help
you mix and -natch NVISION
routers, router control, master
control and Synapse modular
broadcast systems to customize
a cost-effectve configuration for
your facility.

Who will survive?

George

Doris

Dave

Hai

JW

DIft, /Of .)1 Engineering,
15 -station FJ group

Manager, two public TV
stations in middle America

and Engineering
Manager, independent station,
top -50 market

gineer, independently
owned station, small market

F' of Engineering, major TV
network

He's got an ambitious vision 100% digital and consolidating
facilities - on a very fast track.
Can he keep his o omises to
management, and his job?

She's a 20 -year broadcast pro,
but no engineer. How will she
design and spec the right system
to convert to digital, and still
leverage her legacy in analog?

Doubles as an engineer for the
AM/FM radio stations. I -lbw will
he move to digital on a micro
budget. Hint: he plans to exploit
his suppliers.

He led his network's move to HD.
Now it's time for his 20 network owned stations to convert to
digital, but hey can't agree on
one set of suppliers. Who will
see it JW's way? Who gets axed?

A hands-on workaholic, he's
building his way to HD out of a
mix of analog and SDI. How will
he get there in little steps, without
wasting any money along the way?

WFSB-TV in Hartford,
CT, relies on Harris ADC

100 automation. Photo
courtesy The Systems
Group. Photo by Andy
Washnik.
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Automation is surprisingly
alive and well considering
how many companies exist. Latest estimates show

50 broadcast automation companies
worldwide. (See Figure 1.)
Veteran broadcast automation

companies have been successful in
keeping their system technology cur-

rent to stay competitive and desirable. Also, several companies have
expanded their portfolio of products
and now sell into other areas of the
broadcast facility.
A 2007 study done by the European

organization International Associa-
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tion of Broadcasting Manufacturers
(IABM) shows the automation segment of the broadcast market is valued at $430.9 million (see Figure 2
on page 56), which is about 4 percent
of the total broadcast industry. The
library management segment is valued at $106.5 million, which is about
1 percent of the total broadcast industry. The storage segment is valued
at $1.57 trillion, or about 14 percent
of the industry.

Worldwide, the broadcast industry is reportedly worth $11 billion. It
continues to grow at a solid pace of
11 percent annually, especially in the

broadcastengineering.com December 2007

Americas and Europe. Asia is growing as well, but its gross numbers are
much lower. The library management

United States

The rest of the world
Figure 1. Out of an estimated 50
broadcast
automation
companies

worldwide, 35 are in the United States,
and 15 are from the rest of the world.

() AtrBoss
Tired of all the calls in the middle of the night? Florical's AirBoss is the most
reliable television automation system in the business. With Florical you can
truly have a "lights out" operation.

352.372.8326

FLORI(Ill

www.florical.com

S

C.

All Rights Reoerved.Florical,Flortcal

M A.P.I Centr,ri

l

I rne..5hitter and Parking Lot are trademarks of hlonc.il Systems
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segment shows the fastest growth.
Automation companies span a wide

companies overlap, providing solu-

used most by broadcast automation

tions across various market segments.

companies. Figure 3 on page 58 shows

Types of automation

the types of operating systems used
by broadcast automation companies.
The trend is moving toward Linux-

area of the broadcast market. Some
Technology foundations for broadcast automation companies vary. The
standard trend, however, is clear. Cer-

tain technologies are more popular
than others, primarily broadcast au-

$1.57 trillion
Storage

$430.9 million
Broadcast
automation

=Om
S106.5 million
Library
management

tomation types. The three main types
of automation are:
Standard device control
Video server and broadcast automation combo

Hybrid device control and video
server combo.

The trend is moving toward a hybrid system in which a video server

Figure 2.The automation segment of the broadcast

and broadcast automation combo

market is valued at $430.9 million, which is

controls more third -party devices in

about 4 percent of the total industry. The library
management segment is valued at $106.5 million,
or 1 percent of the total broadcast industry, and
the storage segment is valued at $1.57 trillion, or
about 14 percent of the industry.

software plug-in form, rather than
controlling external hardware boxes.
Research shows that Microsoft

Windows is the operating system

T

The ability

based systems because companies are
finding it to be a cost-effective alternative to Windows -based systems.

Pairing video servers with
automation systems
Today, most major automation
players now offer video server and
broadcast automation combo systems.
They are basically broadcast automation software running on video servers

with advanced interfaces and device
control for third -party equipment.
These systems are usually made up of
off -the -shelf broadcast -quality video
cards and off -the -shelf disk drives for
storage. High -end systems use industry video cards, transcoders and RAID
sets. It's a trend that's here to stay.

C5 pe

i10 matter what-

is a prerequisite for our products.That's
because our clients often find themselve

WORKS WELL

UNDER

PRESSURE.

in challenging situations: natural disasters,

security crises, wars-and they still need
to be able to do their jobs.

No surprise that Streambox is right t ere,
in the thick of things, providing high quality
error -free video in real-time as global events
unfold. Our solutions can be set up and

transporting broadcast video over low data
rate IP networks in a matter of minutes.
Sure, not every job is a matter of life and
death, but don't tell our boxes.They seem

to like the pressure. Learn more at

www.streambox.com or call us toda
at +1.206.956.0544 ext 222.
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Modulators Demodulators
IP Encapsulators
Receivers Converters
As a long-time supplier of satellite communications infrastructure equipment, our products are installed in
160+ countries. The addition of the Digicast products has enhanced our IP-based broadcast solutions, now
encompassing a full product suite to support your DVB-S2 migration.
CDM-710 Broadcast Satellite Modem - Based on DVB-S2 and tailored to HDTV, DTH, DSNG, Contribution or
Distribution; Supporting legacy and green field video production
MENCAP IP En:apsulators - Operating up to 73 Mbps, these devices encapsulate IP data into MPE format
for distribution over DVB-S, DVB-S2, DVB-C, DVB-T and ATSC networks

Receivers - Enabling DVB-S and DVB-S2 transport stream and IP-based multimedia content to be delivered
over satellite or ASI links and distributed to remote devices; Supporting MPE & MPEG-2 TS, standard data
broadcasts and the transport of MPEG-2 video service over IP are facilitated
Compliant w.th DV B-52 and DVB-S, our products interoperate with major satellite service providers and key
encoding device vendors. Leveraging the bandwidth efficiencies of DVB-S2, the Comtech solution can increase
throughput by up to 30%. Contact us today to learn how operating expenses to deliver your IP-based broadcast
connectivity can be significantly reduced.

eatl' 'TECH

E F DATA MEWL

+I 480 333 2200
www.comtechefdata.corn
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What's the biggest factor? Cost.
The smallest TV station markets are
required to switch to DTV within the
next two years. Broadcast automation
companies can expect good sales in the
entry-level of broadcast automation.

Some industry experts question
the reliability of these systems. There
are many risks with having so much
master control on one system.

in all systems. Like any product, the

systems are controlled by master con-

broadcasters ultimately decide the
level of redundancy they can afford

trol automation systems as a third party device. Today, they are being
used as standalone automation sys-

and are comfortable with.

tems for controlling DTV channels.

Branding automation
Branding automation companies
are coming out with their own versions of master control automation.
These systems integrate a graphics

WinMOS

The BXF standard
The new SMPTE (S22-10) standard is quickly being accepted by the
broadcast automation community for
the proper transfer of schedules and
as -run logs between traffic and broadcast automation. For years, broadcast

automation and traffic companies

Mac
OS -9

QNX

UNIX or Linux

Windows
0

5

10

20

15

25

30

Number of automation companies per OS

Figure 3. Types of OS used by broadcast automation companies

Industry watchers advise there
should be more built-in redundancy
within a single system and that external redundancy should be standard

playout server, animations, live video,

video clips, audio, real-time external
data feeds and master control automation functionality. Normally, these

ANY GIVENSU

had to create a conversion application
or traffic features to convert schedules
and as -run logs to and from whatever
traffic system they were working with.
This created additional and unwanted
costs to the broadcaster.
Not all broadcast automation companies are BXF-compliant, but many
vowed at NAB2007 that they would
be compatible this year. Some advertising agencies have also become involved in the new standard. The jury
is still out on whether or not they all
accept the new standard. By involving
the advertising agencies, interstitials
can have unique identification codes
that stay with the metadata from creation to playout to reconciliation and
finally affidavit and billing.

Be prepared with the
HDMon-190-agile enough
for the field and whatever
comes its way.

AY

- Tackles HD and SD images
-

19 -inches for the price of 17

- More wide screen in less space
4 161.5 -square inch viewing area

4 Includes rack mount kit
4 Triple powered, goes anywhere

4 Ethernet remote control

ANYTH14 CAN HAPPEN.

thy

Discover Your Solutions at NAB Show 2008 booth #N1317

WWohler

U.S.A. +1 888 5 WOHLER (Toll Free)

www.wohLer.corn
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+1 510 870 0810

U.K. +44 (0)1234 320006
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salesOwohlercom

Establish your horizon
Your creative vision kncws no limits. Where others end, you continue a the nex- horizon. Your production
technology needs to keep up with you.
New Vecas " Pro 8 software delivers the ultimate all -in -one video and audio prcduotion environrrent
for creat ve visionaries Ike you. Its unique, progressive approach to video production, unriva ed Judi°
control cnd powerful DVD authoring tools set it apart from other non- inear editors. Having es ablished the
benchmork for speed cnd ease of use. this new version moves the bcr higher with odditional fea-ures that
offer iicreased power. functionality, and creative potential.

Now vilth Prolype Titling Technology, multicamera editing, a comprehensive ctaniel-based oucio mixing
conscle. 81u -ray Disc- turning, and superior 32 -bit float engine processing - in addition to its -obust support
for HOW, XDC*Nr", 5.1 su-round encoding, and 3D compositing - Vegas Pro 8 offers an unlimited crray of
opportunities to reach your production goals.
It's mcre .har audio, more than video, more than media. It's your vision, a notci above the rest. each that
new horizon with the poser of Vegas Pro 8.
Learn -note at www.sonycreativesoftware.com/vegash
CALL FOR ENTRI

like.no.ot er

New cc nteet for Public Serv.ce Announcements
Winner receives national television distribution and
a media production suite vdlued up to 525.000

includrig PC's and camercs More information at
www.scnycikeativesoftwareom/cyber
Copyrigt-t 0 2007

ny Creative Software Inc All rights reserved.
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Asset management
Asset management systems have
become the center of every media enterprise. To be successful, a solid asset management system should come

complete with built-in transcoding
features. Transcoding needs to be as
transparent and cost-effective as possible. The system should also include

a built-in source to a destination -intelligent management system to automatically transcode various video
formats with ease.
There's money to be made by redistributing rich media assets, whether it
be via new DTV channels, the Internet, IPTV or cell phone video. For the

broadcast automation industry, the

key is to cater to each department individually. From there, other departments can be added to the asset management system, and then wrapped
together into one central enterprise wide system. Resources, networks and
storage do not need to be revamped.
The infrastructure already exists.
You're simply adding more capabilities to an existing system.

Fewer RU boxes,

more software
A few automation companies are
selling systems with broadcast hardware equipment capabilities. In previous years, manufacturers of broadcast
hardware embedded their software
code on chips. Now the tables have
turned. Automation companies are
including hardware functionality in
their software systems.

Some automation companies have
mixed their systems with a variety of
graphics hardware system capabilities. One broadcast automation company claims it has DTV video muxing within its system. Imagine a video
server automation system with builtin DTV mux capabilities.

Virtual master control

With Sundance Digital, good broadcasting and good business go
hand in hand. Using our automation software, you can improve the
efficiency, accuracy, productivity and profitability of your broadcast
and news operations. By integrating digital television and information
technologies, we give you the capability to manage your entire broadcast
workflow. As a result, you'll get greater control, more flexibility and
unprecedented speed. That's what we mean when we say we'll improve

your on -air product - and your bottom line.
How's that for smart thinking?
And speaking of great ideas, we've combined everything you expect
from Sundance Digital - exceptional service, open technology, reliable
products - and added the power of an industry leader. Now, as part
of Avid, we have even more resources to serve your business.
Smart. Real smart.

www.sundancedigital.com
972.444.8442

SUNDNNCE
Ar DIGITAL
BROADCAST AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS

A part of
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Avid

Hybrid and combo broadcast automation companies spur a new business model. New global broadband
service providers manage the broadcasting aspects of distribution and
delivery of all forms of digital content.

These companies enable content creators and distributors to extend their
digital media presence through physical and virtual production, broadcast
and infrastructure facilities.
Hybrid and combo broadcast automation companies provide virtual

master control systems without the
usual requirement of hardware found
in today's uplink facilities. These new

service providers are targeting media and entertainment organizations
worldwide.

Expanding systems
Some automation companies
are expanding their software to

Transforming the maelstrom of lightning fast changes and unforeseen

events into quaky live programming requires quick intercommunication

ECLIPSE V -SERIES

and complete control.The new Eclipse V -Series panels give production

PANELS.

professionals the ultimate in features for maximum control of their

TAKE CONTROL

communication. Individual mix level controls let users adjust personal
audio levels for varying workflows. Digital Signal Processing (DSP)

AND

and Supervisor Functionality maintain centralized control of any
remote panel. Source and destination are more distinct and easily

LOOK GOOD.

identified through 10 -character graphic cisplays and multiple
language support.When everything's happening at once,
digital memory can replay the last 10 seconds of any message.

But if that weren't enough, panels now have color -lit LEDs, making

controls easy to see in darkened rooms.With its bold new
contemporary design and ultimate functionality, the V -Series puts total

contro at your fingertips. Clear-Com is raising performance.

14.13tt STG
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ey
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www.clearcom.com
,6` 2007, Vitec Group :ommunications, LLC. All rights reserved.
Clear-Com Is a reg stered trademark of The Vitec Group plc.
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TV ONE
EASES THE
TRANSITION
TO DIGITAL
: EMEN:
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1T -C2-511
1T -C2-511 is a high performance converter
that transforms HD -SDI signals to DVI-1,
both digital and analog. It also handles 525i
or 625i SD -SDI signals, converting them to
480p and 576p respectively. HD -SDI HDTV
resolutions from 720p to 1080i 60Hz are
accommodated. Embedded Stereo Audio
may be extracted from the SD or HD -SDI
input. Any one of the eight available stereo
channels may be selected and output in
analog and AES3-id digital formats.
KEY FEATURES

View HD -SDI on Standard LCD or Plasma
Serial DV Input up to 1.485Gbits/sec
Equalized & Reclocked SD/HD-SDI Loop-thru
DVI-HD Output Resolution matches SDI Input
525i/625i SDI Ins Line -Doubled to 480p/576p
Stereo Audio De -embedding

Analog & Digital Stereo Outputs
RS -232 Interface

THE STATE OF BROADCAST AUTOMATION

integrate both the business side and
automation side of a broadcast facility. Broadcast automation companies

are now providing programming,
sales, traffic, master control, asset
management and billing applications.

tion company would control via Seri-

closed loop, traffic interfaces or BXF
is used for bidirectional communication between these applications.

of the hybrid and combo broadcast

1T -C2-520 is a high performance converter

fessional use. An analog YPbPr or RGBHV
signal can also be converted to HD -SDI. It
also converts a standard analog YUV signal
pat 525i or 625i to SD -SDI, which makes it
the perfect unit for converting analog Beta
to SDI.
KEY FEATURES

Convert DVI to HD -SDI
Convert Beta YUV Component to SDI
Serial Digital Video Out up to 1.485Gbits/sec
HD -SDI Output Resolution matches DVI Input
RS -232 Interface

Some automation companies are
expanding their products to integrate
the engineering side or the news and
production side of the broadcast fa-

vendors to develop and sell plug-in
options. Other areas could include
branding features, switchers, routers

cility. This trend will continue as

and audio servers.

companies expand their product offerings. Automation companies look

Automated workflow

to expand because doing so sup-

management

ports and strengthens their business.
Broadcasters like it because they get
integrated products with centralized
databases and automated streamlined

There are various types of automation systems within a broadcast

workflows.

IPTV sales opportunities
Industry players think there are
growth opportunities in the IPTV
world as telcos roll out their DTV

veloping their own network channels.
Some of the issues IPTV is trying to
solve are problems that have already

been solved in the broadcast world.
Even if IPTV is being driven by the
IT/computer world, broadcast automation companies have opportunities in IPTV.

Third -party vendors
New third -party vendors are developing software plug -ins and add-ons

for new business model automation
systems. New plug -ins are being developed for services such as content
verification, error tracking, fail -over
tracking, compliance recording and
also

legacy

third -party hardware

WWW.TVONE.COM SALES@TVONE.COM

products, such as routers, switchers

CALL US: 800-721-4044

and branding. Since these are software

plug -ins, no additional hardware is

62

al RS422 or RS232. Now, a third -party
device is just a software plug-in. Many

automation companies sell their own
third -party device plug -ins, but there
is still plenty of room for third -party

tions for VOD services and pass through channels, but many are de-

that transforms DVI-D 720p or 1080i HD
signals to HD -SDI for broadcast and pro-

This change is a paradigm shift
in how third -party vendors interact
with broadcast automation systems.
In the past, third -party vendors sold
hardware systems that the automa-

Most traffic/automation companies
in the United States have separate
software systems and databases. A

broadcasting services over telephone
lines. IPTV may already have solu-

1T -C2-520

required, keeping the cost low.
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facility. Traffic, master control, productions and news are good examples
of areas that use automation systems.
Each of these products have advanced
to a point that a clear set of business
rules can be implemented and configured to create a logical workflow for
the successful completion of a goal.
Automated workflow management
is either the successful completion of
a goal across various departments or
within an automation system. It includes three important levels:
Day-to-day staff operations
Operations monitoring, control
and performance reporting
Global reporting and statistics for
upper management.
Adhering to and being compatible
with SMPTE and industry standards
will help tear down the walls between
the various automation system silos.
Standards implementation is key.
Continuance of control level software

development will also help bridge
the gap between various automation
systems. With IT infrastructures the
norm in broadcast facilities, automa-

tion companies will be more open
to interfacing with other broadcast
facility automation systems at a horizontal or vertical level, depending on
the workflow requirements.

gitalBROADCAST

media Fire
Over 1.7 Billion People
and Growing
Worldwide Viewers of Television from
Media Fire Automated Server Systems
Surpass the 1.7 Billion Mark
It's true. The worldwide audience viewing broadcasts
originating from Digital Broadcast's Media Fire
Automated Master Control Servers now number in the
Billions.

It's easy to see why. Medic Fire offers a menu of
advantages that make it not only extremely powerful,
but amazingly cost efficient as well.

A highly effective design in which the automation
is totally integrated with the system hardware
resulfing in significantly superior performance
and cost advantages over traditional
automation and server systems
A distributed IP network -based system, MediaFire
completely automates master control from

ingest to playout to reconciliation with traffic
and billing. It features control of routers,
switchers, logo inserters, satellite receivers and

other control room equipment
Direct interfaces to media delivery services for
automatic transferring and prepping of spots
and programm.ng

Powerful asset management that automatically
insures media is in place for playout and
purged when outda4ed
Available in full High Definition from ingest through
playout

With a viewing audience of billions, Media Fire
is more than ready to address your
automation needs.
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Automation tomorrow
In the future, there will be an automated asset management system in
which the ingesting and archiving of
digital media will be fully automated. Master control will no longer be
staffed. It will be monitored by traffic,

engineering and production, depending on the situation. Spots and programming will come in from media
delivery services in digital form and
autopopulate the playout video servers or ingest video server. Metadata
with spot and program lengths, segments lengths, titles and identifica-

tion numbers will be automatically
imported into the traffic system.

Hybrid automation systems will
be the virtual master control of the
future. Instead of various hardware
components, there will be software
plug -ins. Third -party vendors will
already have the software for their
hardware systems. It just a matter of
redesigning it without the hardware.
Instead of a router or switcher, they'll
provide a software plug-in for the automation system.
Soon we will not be able to make a
move unless the computer system says
it's OK. Someday built-in intelligence

added to monitoring and messaging
systems will decide the best form of

action for every request. In the broadcast industry, there is already built-in
intelligence in traffic systems for plot-

role with either an engineer or a production person.

ting the highest paid commercials in
the log schedule. Broadcasters use
these systems to maximize the profit
potential of any given time slot. The
difference will be who or what is in
control. Instead of applications controlling processes, these applications
will soon control people.

The bottom line

Controlling the enterprise
Metadata is the key to everything
broadcast. It's required at every level
and in every aspect of the broadcast
facility. The metadata has to be present, available, accurate and transportable from system to system, depart-

ment to department, and vendor to
vendor. That's our future.

Traffic departments will be in
control of the master control room
because year after year, the goal is to

reduce manpower and to automate
processes more. Someday the traffic department will be in full control
of everything master control. Since
traffic controls the metadata, who
better to control the final product?
Granted, there will be times when a
live person will be needed in master
control. This will probably be a dual

It's never easy to predict the future,
but there are clear technology trends.
Hardware is miniaturizing, and eventually, it will go away completely. Expect more company mergers and acquisitions. Companies with low-cost
solutions will do well in the next few
years as the final small market level of
TV stations switch to DTV.
Smart broadcast automation companies are staying ahead of the curve
and developing the next generation
of automation products for new business models, such as virtual master
control, IPTV, mobile phone, the Internet and DTV business. Expect to
hear more about SOA methodology
and monitoring and control systems.

Companies are riding the last of
the automation business and should
soon move toward alternative business models. Expanding your product line into new areas and working

in new business model sectors is
critical for increasing market share
and staying in business after the big
switch is over.

BE

Sid Guel is a broadcast automation
consultant.

Grow your business without getting in over your head.

VCI Automation
VCI Automation provides an economical solution

that ircreases your ROI and reduces the total cost
of ownership. To learn how you can increase your
ROI, schedule a briefing - you owe it to yourself.

Email xesales@vcisolutions.com or visit
www./cisolutions.com/autoxe.html

sales, traffic, and automatio
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Copper...

Fiber...

Don't
compromise.
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Trust the experts you already know.

MOM

The leader in broadcast connector and patching solutions will ensure
your success in data integration. As you evaluate the need for highperformance ethernet patching in your operation, it's critical to have
carefully considered products Engineered for Primetime.
Go to www.adc.com/dontcompromise to download information on:
Unipatch® GigE Data Patching
The Top Ten Things you need to know about Fiber

A good

cogone

bad?

ideaBY BRUCE

How is the most important
audio parameter for ATSC
transmission so often ma-

ligned and misused? A
little byte of audio metadata in the

DTV AC -3 stream - dialnorm was made into a standard with good
intentions but from the beginning, it
has been in a state of disrepair.

The analog curse
Analog TV audio levels are maximized by the marketplace and capped
to avoid exceeding FCC modulation

limits. This results in a limited dy-

namic range - a squashed sound.
There's no opportunity for a dramatic moment. Movies sound lame.
Symphonies sound anemic.
With the upper limit determined
by a peak -reading meter, the loudness for consumers is inconsistent.

66

Complex waveforms are made softer
than simpler ones in order to avoid an
FCC fine, to the disadvantage of the

cide - as was done with the compact
disc and MP3 files. The upper limit
would be simple; the highest digital

listener.

number is the highest peak value,
where anything higher is clipped.

To make matters worse, high frequencies are compressed even more,
causing the audio to sound dull. This
is necessary to avoid overmodulation
from the pre -emphasis that was included in the FCC transmitter rules
back when audio didn't have much
high -frequency content. There was
a time when the resulting reduction
in noise from a matching receiver de emphasis seemed like a good idea.

Right off the bat, digital audio is
better than FM audio, because there is
no need for pre -emphasis. This eliminates dull -sounding audio!

But how do we manage levels in
the digital age? A bad solution would
have been to let the marketplace de -
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The lower limit is 96dB down, leaving
plenty of dynamic range available for

the producer to keep average levels
low and avoid clipping. But this approach results in a lose -lose loudness
war just like with analog broadcasting

and increasingly with digital audio
files. Everybody tries to be the loudest. Everyone loses dynamic range.
For digital television, there must be a
better way.

The good idea
In developing the AC -3 compression

system for movies, Dolby's engineers
rightfully wanted to give the home listener the same benefit enjoyed in the

Big power, small consumption
The new R&S'NH/NV 8600 liquid -cooled high -power
transmitter from Rohde & Schwarz consumes less space and
energy, furnishes significantly more power, and most of all,
provides sL bstantially greater efficiency.
9 kW ATSC or 15 kW NTSC output power in a single rack
i Cost -saving efficiency, 23% or higher for ATSC, including
cooling system
Small footprint saves transmitter room space
Available for all common analog and digital, terrestrial
and mobile standards
Easy conversion from analog to digital
a Frequency agile with use of true broadband
exciters, amplifiers, combiners and
output couplers
a Web -based remote control with SNMPand TCP/IP capability
i Local service 24/7/365
The excellent signal quality of the
world's market leader in television
transmitters
Take a look at

test-rsa.com/NV8600/BE1207

imam

test-rsa.corn/NV8600/BE1207

0111111011
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theater -a consistent dialog level and

This helps make a movie exciting!

a wide dynamic range.
The consistent dialog

Dolby could have picked a fixed
average dialog level for AC -3. The

level

is

achieved by the use of a long-term
averaging meter that is A -weighted to
favor the frequencies in which our ears
are most sensitive at low levels. Movie

specified dialog level could have been
chosen a safe number of decibels below OdBFS, leaving room for dramat-

ic peaks. This level could have been

The idea of giving the consumer
consistent dialog level and a wider

dynamic range would have been
achieved. Life for the broadcaster
would have been simple. Life for the
consumer would have been improved.
But this is not what Dolby did.

The trouble begins
Nobody likes limits. Who chooses

AC -3 system

the limit? Should Dolby have de-

dialnorm value

audio levels are adjusted so the average
weighted dialog level remains consis-

adopted by the FCC, along with the

signed AC -3 to suit the film industry
or the broadcast industry?
Rather than specify a fixed amount
of dynamic range, Dolby made it adjustable from 1 dB to 31dB. This was
accomplished by including a special
data parameter that remotely controls
the output gain of all final AC -3 decoders. (See Figure 1.) Every consumer decoder must apply this adjustment
under terms of the Dolby license. This
is the parameter dialnorm.
If the mix engineer wants the largest possible dynamic range, the dialog

AC -3, within the ATSC standard.

is mixed to a level of -31dBFS, and the

tent, pleasing both the listeners (who
can better hear the dialog) and the the-

Broadcasters could have adjusted
their dialog levels using the appropri-

ater owners (who get fewer complaints
about trailers being too loud).

ate metering to the level specified. New

dialnorm is logically set to -31. This
results in unity gain at the decoder. If
the mix engineer wants less dynamic
range, a higher dialog level is chosen
along with a dialnorm value of the
same numeric value, resulting in a de-

Station
encoder
input

Consumer

21

11

decoder
output

Gain

FCC rule: Average consumer dialog = -31dBFS

Figure 1. Dialnorm parameters

Understandably, a movie is often
mixed so that the level of explosions
and music crescendos exceed the average dialog level by a significant amount.

meters meeting the standard would
become available. Hopefully, legacy
content would have audio levels close
to the chosen value. If not, processors
could keep levels within bounds.

coder gain reduction of the appropriate

amount. This approach keeps dialog

The question isn't why we're offering no -fee support.
The question is, why isn't everybody else?
When our customers talk, we listen.
So when they said, "We love your automation software, but we
don't want to pay extra for support," we said, "Okay."

all

They said, "Really? Why doesn't everyone treat us this well?"
"Tha-_," we said, "is a good question."

Announcing Crispin 4 Life.
No -fee 24/7 support for your automation software.
Let's alk about you: welisten©crispincorp.com
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Automation just got easier.
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Broadcast the best results.
Introducing the all new Scan Do° HD.
DVI Computer Video to HD/SD-SDI Scan Converter
with Genlock Input and Fiber Optic Output.
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When it comes to HD Scan Conversion, there
is only one brand to turn to. The brand that
continues to set the benchmark that all others
are measured.
The award -winning Scan Do®, of course!
The all new Scan Do® HD converts your high -

84.5E4

Li

Features at a glance:
Converts DVI-D (up to 1920x1200) to HD/SD SDI.
Advancec scaling algorithms and - 0 bit processing
provide eKceptionally clean and accurate broadcast

quality output.
Supports VGA & Component Videc
with CSI's Mcdel 2100 HDMI/DVI Converter

Supports HD SDI resolutions up to 1080i per
SMPTE 2c2 aid SD SDI resolutions per SMPTE 259.

resolution CVI computer sources into a SMPTE
standard HD or SD -SDI signal for broadcasting on air

or integrating into a professional video production
system. Best of all, Scan Do® HD does not require that

you install any special software or hardware on your
computer. Simply plug it in, set your resolution and
your broadcasting the best results... in HD or SD!
What else would you expect from a Scan Do?

Tune in to Scan Do® HD today at scandohd.tv

or call 631-273-0404 for more information.

111M

Genlock witl- full p lasing control bcks HD/SD SDI
outpu-, to tri-level Fync or black burst.
Ethernet sort enables control via sour facilities
LAN or via the Internet.
Includes =ther optic output (SMPTE 292 and 297)
and two coaxial outputs (SMPTE 2)2 and 259).

Complete set of image processing controls
3uilt-in variaole flicker reduction.

Zoom & Shri ik horizontally and vertically while
-maintain ng the aspect ratio or se- each
ndependemly!
Precisely position rour image horizontally
and vertically.

Specialties, Inc.

Quickly store and recall your favorite
configurations through the remoi control ports!

commspecial.com

Learn more at scar dohd.tv

CSIICommunications

Scan Do is a registered trademark of Communications Specialties, Inc. CSI Logo and the triangle designs are trademarks of Communications Specialties, Inc.
02007 All Rights Reserved. Specifications subject to change without notice.
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levels consistent from movie to movie,
from show to show and from channel
to channel. If dialnorm is set properly,

the average dialog level from the decoder will be -31dBFS when measured
with the averaging A -weighted meter.

There is no one right dialnorm
value. It depends. Just because Dolby ships encoders set to -27 doesn't
mean this is the correct value for your
station. The correct value is the average dialog level on the input of your
AC -3 encoder. This is where the good
idea starts to go bad.

Metadata madness
Nobody likes complexity or confusion. Here's what happened after the

through their SD plant and storage

Fix dialnorm

system when no equipment existed to
make it practical to do so.
This technology was introduced in
an environment with no enforced stan-

"Dialnorm doesn't have to be complicated," says Jim Starzynski, principal audio architect with NBC Universal and chair of the ATSC S6-3 audio
working group on DTV loudness.
Currently, the NBC Universal DTV

dards for the analog portion of consumer equipment. A proper dialnorm
setting can result in digital dialog levels
that are below analog dialog levels.

All this complexity and confusion
has caused listeners in many markets
to report DTV audio levels much less
consistent than the analog counterpart channels. Stations serving some
of the major networks routinely

transmit dialnorm values far from
the actual dialog level, resulting in
their programming appearing signifi-

network performs ongoing tests of
legacy and commercial content mixed
using traditional meters. The LEQ(A)
average dialog level ranges from
-20dBFS to -24dBFS. By simply set-

ting station AC -3 encoder dialnorm

remotely from the network to the
average value of 22, reasonably consistent dialog levels in the home are
achieved, matching other dialnormed
sources. This averaging method is ef-

cantly louder than other networks.
Stations offering multicast channels

fective when specific content -matched

Encoders came with an obscure
knob that could be set between -1 and
-31, where increasing the value makes

sometimes deliver widely varying audio levels even on their own channels.

the audio in every home illogically

"With DTV, consumers have better
pictures but more annoying audio.

work for local station content as well.
It is not necessary to remix all the old
shows. In the case of local commer-

ATSC adopted AC -3:

softer!

The shipped encoders had the knob
set to -27 without saying why, leading
many broadcasters to think this is the

correct value. This left other broadcasters with the impression that they
need to set dialnorm individually for
every show in their library -a literally impossible task.
Broadcasters were told they needed
to build systems to carry the metadata

Curious?

Varying audio level is the number one

complaint. The public deserves better," according to Jim Kutzner, chief
engineer at PBS. It is a sorry state of
affairs. Wasn't digital was supposed to
make things better?

If the broadcast industry is going
to achieve a consistent dialog level
and wide dynamic range, it has work
to do.

Please visit our website: www.riedel.net

metadata is not available and can

cials with extremely varied levels, a
simple, properly adjusted audio compressor and limiter can be successful
in reaching a targeted dialog level.
PBS has adopted a similar approach,
using a value of -24.
The 2007 edition of the PBS Technical Operating Specifications requires
all new content to be delivered with an
Leq(A) dialog level of -24dBFS. "This

specification is key to our effort to

RIIIRIEDEL

The Communications People

Amsr How to operate Artist 1000 intercom panels?

II

Step 1: Read user names clearly on the 8
character LED display.

Step 3: Adjust the listen volume of each cross point with individual rotary encoders.

Step 2: To talk just push the display - it's so
intuitive.

Enjoy the clear user interface and the Digital
Audio Quality of Riedel's Artist Digital Intercom.

Are rnvErourls....ps,V1....11frir...,,,..

Riedel Communications Inc. 200 Clearbrook Road Elmsford, NY 10523 USA Phone +1 914 592 0220 www.riedel.net
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improve audio for the public," Kutzner
said. (The specifications can be found at
www.pbs.org/producers/redbook.) NBC
Universal uses a similar value of

What about cable?

The future

As the cable industry continues to
reduce the number of analog chan-

The ATSC is leading an industrywide effort to improve the situation.
The organization's subgroup is considering a recommended practice to
help the industry properly implement
dialnorm. According to Starzynski,
the subgroup is evaluating adoption
of the new ITU LKFS loudness measuring standard, which is similar to
the current ATSC Leq(A) specification but better suited to the measure-

nels and increase the digital ones,

-23dBFS. Currently, there is no need
for a complex metadata system for every production, only a new approach
to metering the final mix and layback.
Knowledge of this fixed dialnorm
approach allows stations to consider
simple steps to fix the dialnorm prob-

properly set dialnorm becomes even

lem. (For more, read "Four simple
steps to successful dialnorm.") As

As cable converts to digital and
passes supplier -provided dialnorm
to analog and digital services, it is
vital that the value in our broadcast
stream is correct. Cable providers

awareness and technology progresses,

an agile metadata system that tags
matched dialnorm to content can be
a goal, fulfilling the original intent of
the DTV audio designers.

more important. In the old analog
days, many cable systems ran all
audio channels through their own
compression equipment to reduce
consumer complaints, making actions of a station irrelevant.

prefer to pass the signals without
processing them.

ment of music and other content
without dialog.
By adopting ATSC A-53, the FCC
applied the force of law to the proper
value of dialnorm: "The value of the
dialnorm parameter in the AC -3 el-

ementary bit stream shall indicate

Four simple steps to
successful dialnorm
1. Measure the long-term average A -weighted dialog level for different types of content and ensure that the dialnorm parameter is set to the
measured value.
2_ If the correct meter is not available, set the dialnorm value 14dB lower
than the typical peak value and compare with other stations. If your channel seems too loud, move the dialnorm value toward the value of -1. If your
channel seems too soft, move the dialnorm value toward the value of -31.
3. If the average dialog level going into the encoder varies by more than
4dB from show to show, install a gentle audio automatic gain control.
4. Encourage your peers to follow these same rules.

the level of average spoken dialogue
within the encoded audio program:'
If the industry doesn't obey the law,
count on consumer complaints and
congressional hearings.
As consumers increasingly rely on
AC -3 audio delivery through digital
broadcasting, cable and DBS, it is imperative that the production, network,
station and cable industries work together to make dialnorm effective. BE
Bruce Jacobs is chief technologist with
Twin Cities Public Television and a longstanding member of the PBS Enterprise
Technology Advisory Committee.
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SUPPORT?
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MEETING -THE HD CHALLENGE
HD bursts onto the television stage
Stations respond with HD innovations
Viewers are in transition
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For Online Business
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A letter from
the publishers
Thirteen months and counting. That's how long before U.S. broadcasters enter a new era of HD and DTV-only broadcasting. Are
you ready?
Researchers claim that up to 20.4 percent of homes in key U.S. cities are
equipped with HD television sets. The Consumer Electronics Association
claims that as many as 16 million homes currently receive HD programming. No one expects the rapid uptake of HD television sets, transmission
capability and HD content to decrease. After February 2009, the adoption
rate of HD technology and programming by viewers may increase.

So, what does the quickening pace of HD adoption mean to content
producers and broadcasters? It means if you aren't producing and broadcasting HD content, you're already slipping behind the HD curve.
To help our readers meet the challenge of implementing HD, Broadcast Engineering, Broadcasting & Cable and Multichannel News have joined
forces to create the "High Definition Summit." The Summit is an on -site,
face-to-face conclave of high-level industry experts. In two days of meet-

ings, managers, engineers and program producers share questions - and
best of all, solutions - to common issues. Augmenting the Hollywood

@pmcast
MEDIA CENTER

event is this printed supplement, which highlights some of the key issues
facing program producers and broadcasters.
Fortunately, making the move to HD need not be daunting. Our readers
can rely on the experience of these three industry -leading magazines and
the experts they have assembled to smooth the path to HD.
Take heart in that the answers you need to become an HD leader in your
market may be just ahead.
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HD continues its march into the
living rooms of Ameri ;ans, but

there appears to be a conflict

over hcw many households
are actu ally set up with an HD
display and tuner.

HO metrics
How many U.S. households have an HD set?
That depends on whom you ask.
BY PHIL KURZ

By any measure, HDTV is

making its mark on the
landscape in
the United States. Viewt c evision

ers, programming hours and sets
sold are all up, and consumer desires this holiday season point to
strong prospects for the future.
In fact, a new poll from the Consumer Electronics Association

(CEA) found that when consumers were asked if they could have
any gift this holiday season, what
would they choose, "big screen
television" - generally understood
to be a synonym for a 40in or larger

flat -screen HDTV -came in third,
behind a new computer, and peace
and happiness.
While there's general consensus
among researchers that HDTV has

gained strong momentum and will
continue to proliferate and eventually dominate television viewing,
Nielsen Media Research raised a
few eyebrows in late October when
it reported that only 13.7 percent
of U.S. television households have

at least one television set that can

an HD set and tuner and that

are HD.
The difference between Nielsen's

receive HD programming.
Strategy Analytics in October
projected 40 percent of U.S. house-

holds would own a flat -panel TV
by year's end, although it must be
noted that not all flat -panel TVs

11.3 percent are actually receiving
HD programming.
That's 15 million households
with the gear needed to watch HD,

- a disparity of between 10 per-

a figure significantly lower than
what's quoted by other industry

cent and 18 percent. This raises the
question: Who's got it right?

numbers and those generally accepted in the industry is significant

That's more than an academic

authorities:

The CEA data from June 2007
shows 32 percent of U.S. house-

question. The difference between
13.7 percent and 32 percent is the

holds own an HDTV.
Leichtman Research

difference between a market of
released

early adopters and innovators and

figures last month showing about

a market filled with mainstream
adopters. With hundreds of mil -

25 percent of U.S. households have
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HD METRICS
dependent researchers. "One thing
Top 5 Holiday '07 Wish List Items Among Adults
No. 1

Computers

No. 2

Peace and happiness

No. 3

Big -screen TV

No. 4

Clothes

No. 5

Money

we speculated, if you look at the

number of households actually
receiving HD - and that would
be 44 percent - 44 percent of the
32 percent (CEA's HD household
penetration) comes out much closer to the 13.7 percent figure Nielsen
has (for HD -capable homes)."

Top 5 Consumer Electronics Gifts Consumer Hope To Receive

Nielsen methodology

No. 1

MP3 player

No. 2

Notebook/laptop computer

bers for HD -capable and HD -re-

No. 3

Video game system

No. 4

Digital camera

ceivable households offers statistics
for national HD household penetra-

No. 5

Any type of TV

Nielsen's Oct. 30 release of num-

tion as well as the number of HD
households in 13 individual mar-

Source: Consumer Electronics Association 14th Annual CE Purchase Patterns study

lion of dollars on the line in capital

investment and marketing funds,
that's an important distinction.
Leichtman Research Group in
Durham, NH, specializes in research and consulting on the

broadband, entertainment and media industries. Led by Bruce Leich-

tman, the market research firm
said in November that about one
in four U.S. households owns an
HDTV. Why are Nielsen's numbers
so much lower?

"Plain and simple. They used
the wrong denominator," Leichtman says. "Their number is just

wrong. Their denominator was
households that had HD sets with
a built-in tuner."

tuner capable of receiving signals
in HD." The research organization
never said its universe of HD -ca-

pable homes included only sets
with built-in HD tuners.
The CEA updates its estimate of
HD households in the United States
twice per year. The last estimate in
June pegged the percentage of HD

households at 32 percent, up from

kets. Nationally, the numbers show
that from a total universe of almost
113 million TV households in the
United States, 15.5 million are capa-

ble of receiving HDTV - in other
words, those households have an
HD set and an HD tuner. Further,
it revealed that 11.3 percent, or 12.7

million households, have the HD
equipment and are actually receiving one HD channel or network.

Nielsen's numbers are based on
total U.S. and local People Meter

The CEA's last estimate in June
pegged the percentage of HD
households at 32 percent, up from
26 percent in January.

According to Leichtman, the number of people Nielsen found who are

actually viewing HD television

terization of what Nielsen used for
its "wrong denominator" may not

sales data of manufacturer ship-

homes. According to Anne Elliot,
Nielsen media VP of communications, measuring HD households
based on the organization's 35,000
People Meter homes is significant.
To become a People Meter home,
households must agree to allow a

ments into the retail channel.

representative from Nielsen to enter

be entirely accurate. In announc-

"Nielsen's number appears to

ing its findings, Nielsen did in fact
define what it terms HD -capable

be quite a bit lower than everyone
else," Herbert says, referring to the
general consensus about the number of HD households among in -

is

26 percent in January. According to

similar to his organization's number.

Tim Herbert, CEA senior director

"But their actual number of HD

of market research, the association's

homes, just based on sales, based on
anything, is impossibly low," he adds.

research methodology is based on
two prime components, telephone
and on-line surveys and detailed

However, Leichtman's charac-

households as being "equipped
with an HD television and HD
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their home to connect the meter to
a set or set -top box. Therefore, the
organization has firsthand knowledge gleaned from observation byits trained personnel about what's
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REDEFINING VIDEO DELIVERY

HD METRICS
actually being used in the home to
receive and watch television.

"We held out coming out with
a universe estimate until we could
do it based on our field reps actually seeing the television," Elliot

and respond.
"We'll pick up a dramatic change
in viewing in such instances,"
Elliot says. "That might trigger us
to call them and say, 'We've noticed

there is no viewing in your liv-

Perhaps the more relevant
number is what Nielsen terms
HD -receivable homes.
says. "As you can imagine, if you

call somebody and ask, 'Do you

ing room anymore. Did you get a
new set?' Then we come back out

have high -definition television?'
everybody who watches TV and
sees 'Now in high clef,' a certain
percent of those people, I would
guarantee, will then assume they
have high definition. That does not
mean they have the equipment to

and install it. We check each day to
ensure that the data we get is good,
which indicates that the equipment
is in working order."

see high definition."
Additionally, if a People Metered
household buys a new television set

low end, or the Consumer Electronics Association, Leichtman Research
Group and others on the high end?

and begins using it rather than the
metered set, Nielsen can detect a
change in the household's viewing

It seems impossible to know for

HD -receivable homes
So, who's right? Nielsen on the

sure. Both camps make strong cases
for their view of HD market size.

Perhaps the more relevant number for stations, groups, networks,
consumer electronics manufacturers, the ad community and everyone else whose future is touched
by how many HD households exist
is what Nielsen terms HD -receivable homes.

When it comes to how many
homes are actually watching HD

programming, the numbers are
much closer. Nielsen pegs the figure

at 12.7 million households nationally. Leichtman Research estimates
about 53 percent of HD -capable

households, or about 15 million,
actually receive HD programming.
Similarly, the CEA puts the number
at about 16 million households.
Working from this common agree-

ment about how many households
actually watch HD in the United
States appears to give the industry a
baseline from which to measure its
progress. Perhaps that's where the in-

dustry should focus its attention.
Phil Kurz authors several Broadcast
Engineering e -newsletters, including "HD
Technology Update."

HD Television Household Estimates
November 2007
TV HHs

HD -Capable

Total U.S.

112,880,000

15,500,000

13.7

12,730,000

11.3

New York

7,391,940

1,334,840

18.1

1,293,790

17.5

Philadelphia

2,939,950

457,900

15.6

438,110

14.9

Detroit

1,925,460

238,830

12.4

212,370

11.0

Boston (Manchester)

2,393,960

399,440

16.7

388,350

16.2

Washington, DC (Hagrstwn)

2,308,290

447,160

19.4

387,680

16.8

Atlanta

2,310,490

345,680

15.0

287,710

12.5

Tampa -St. Pete (Sarasota)

1,783,910

296,300

16.6

277,970

15.6

Chicago

3,469,110

585,960

16.9

485,580

14.0

Houston

2,050,550

344,260

16.8

270,820

13.2

Dallas -Ft. Worth

2,435,600

425,420

17.5

364,850

15.0

Los Angeles

5,647,440

1,152,380

20.4

965,200

17.1

San Francisco -Oak -San Jose

2,419,440

397,860

16.4

320,740

13.3

255,960

14.4

216,530

12.2

Seattle -Tacoma

1,782,040
Source: Nielsen Media Research, October 2007
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HD TECHNOLOGY IN ACTION

Upon further review
HD television is giving NFL officials
view of challenged calls.

a

clearer

This season, the NFL has

turned to HD technology to give officials a

clearer view of challenged calls from their sideline
reviewing stations and replay
booths.

With its 16:9 aspect ratio and
more detailed pictures, HD television is helping the league's officials do their jobs better, says
Dean Blandino, NFL director of
instant replay.
"Our old system was great, but
innovation is one of the things the

NFL stresses, and we wanted to
stay on the cutting edge," he says.
"HD is the technology that is out
there, and we wanted to be at the
forefront."

In all but four stadiums - Dallas, Indianapolis, Kansas City and

New York - with ongoing reno-

The National Football League this season kicked off use of high -definition
displays inside its replay booths and on the sidelines to give replay officials a
clearer, wider view of challenged calls.

play system because they realized
they were missing information that
the high-def viewer at home had,
because in previous years they were
looking at a 4:3 signal," Aagaard explains. "Of course, what happens is

actually make deciding whether or
not a call stands faster. However, at
best, HD has shaved a couple of seconds from the time needed to reach

a decision this season compared to
last, Blandino says.

vation or construction, referees
peer into shrouded sideline replay

fumbles could occur outside that
4:3 in that 16:9 set, or a foul or pen-

"We keep track of the amount
of time to review plays, which is

stations with 26in high-def LCD

alty that could be seen by an HD

60 seconds, and we also keep track

monitors to review questioned calls
with the benefit of a clearer, broad-

viewer and not an SD viewer."

of the overall delay - how long

The NFL relies on broadcasters
like CBS to provide the video its

we are delaying the game from the

er view.

"HD's a clearer picture, so you
can see when the toe drags on the
grass," Blandino says. "In a lot of
these field turf stadiums, you see
those rubber pellets kick up when
the receiver drags his toe. On pass
complete or incomplete, when the
ball is coming in low and the receiver gets his hands underneath,
you can really get a good shot of
that in HD."
The wider aspect ratio of HDTV

also is important to the league for
replay judgment calls, says Ken
Aagaard, CBS Sports senior VP,
operations & production services.
"The NFL went to a high-def re SiOHD Summit ] December 4-5

referees use to review plays. Replay

officials seated in a stadium booth
equipped with two HD monitors
watch every play. A touch -screen
interface allows the official to access any video available from the
broadcast production truck.
"They can run it back, run it slow
motion and run it frame by frame,"
Blandino says. "They are basically
picking the angles the referee will
look at when he reviews the play?'
One area hasn't quite worked out

as some sports writers predicted at
the beginning of the season. Some
built the case that sharper HD resolution and a 16:9 aspect ratio would

time the challenge is initiated to
the time we make the announcement that the challenge is over," he
says. "Last year, we averaged about
50 seconds to make a decision, and
maybe we're at 47 to 48 seconds so
far this season. There is no need for
them to get out real quick if they're
not sure. So we encourage them to

use the full minute if that's what
they need."
Overall, the league is happy with
HD.

"It just gives the referees more
tools to do their jobs," Blandino
says. "They've already been doing a
great job, and it's just allowed them
to keep it up."
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Forging ahead in HO
DIRECTV is closing in on its goal of 100

channels of HD by the end of the year.
Three years ago, DIREC-

over some of our competitors?'
Adding 100 new HD chan-

TV began planning for
its ambitious direct -to home satellite delivery of
HD television, says Derek Chang,
the company's executive VP content development and strategy.
According to Chang, who is presenting a keynote speech during
the Broadcast Engineering, Broadcasting er Cable and Multichannel News HD Technology Sum-

nels without thoroughly thinking
through how customers will find
them could create a big problem, so
DIRECTV was determined to make
the experience simple.

"From a user standpoint, getting people up to speed on HD is
a matter of education. What we
came up with was the concept that
channel line-ups and guides could
be difficult?' Chang says. "Instead

mit Dec. 4-5 in Universal City,
CA, the lead time needed to build

and launch a new satellite

of having customers memorize
new numbers for new channels,

like

DIRECTV-10, the Boeing 702 DBS

HD satellite put into orbit July 7,
gave DIRECTV valuable time to
build support among networks and

Getting people up to speed on
HD is a matter of education, says
Derek Chang, DIRECTV executive VP
content development and strategy.

resolve how customers access HD.
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we actually created our technology

so you tune to the same channel
you've always tuned to, and if you
have HD service, it just comes in
as HD. For example, ESPN is on

"When we came out in January
and said we are going to have 100
channels of HD by the end of the
year, all of the cable guys and a lot

plan for HD and weren't reserving
a space on our platform, they were
actually going to miss out."
What's resulted, in Chang's view,

Channel 206. If you purchase an

of our competitors laughed at us

is

an unequaled stable of HD

and said there aren't a hundred

sports, movies and entertainment

channels to put on?' Chang says.
"It's gone from there to the point
where we are closing in on 100.
There are programmers who still

that will establish DIRECTV as the
top source for HD programs.

rize new channel numbers."
That approach is consistent with
how DIRECTV views HD in gen-

aren't on and are now coming to us
saying, 'I don't want to be left out:"
Recalling initial talks with programmers that began in the summer
of 2006, Chang says a mismatch of
sorts existed between DIRECTV's
sense of urgency to offer HD programming and some programmers'
timetables to roll out HD.
"Some of the initial conversations
were pretty difficult because a lot of
these programmers knew HD was
coming but didn't have a game plan
for it?' he says. "Over a six- to nine month period, we had gotten them
to realize that if they didn't have a

there. No one else can say that right
now?' he says. "Whether it's Disney,

HD Summit I December 4-5

"We have multiple feeds from
basically every programmer out

HD set and have an HD box, when
you tune to 206, you will get ESPN

in HD without having to memo-

eral, he says.

"The theory for us is HD is just
an enhancement. It's a visible enhancement; it's just a much better
quality picture?' Chang says. "At

Turner, Viacom, NBC, FOX, Discovery, The Movie Channel, HBO,
Showtime or Starz, we've got it all.

the end of the day, most people
are going to want to watch what

We also have loaded up on our abil-

took the route of really trying to
urge and encourage programmers
to start putting their existing services in HD. It's really the same

ity to get all of our sports products
in HD, including all of the out -of market games, which take up a lot

of bandwidth. When you try to
do 10 baseball games a night, not
everyone can do that. But we are
already carrying it because we are
carrying the RSNs (regional sports
networks). So that's where we believe we have certain advantages

they traditionally watched. So, we

service that they've invested a lot of
money in. It's just you get to watch
it on an enhanced basis. Our strategy is that HD fits with DIRECTV.
DIRECTV has always been a premi-

um brand, a premium experience,
and HD really reflects that."
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The technical operations
center inside KYW-TV's
new 100,000sq-ft green field facility monitors the
pulse of CBS -3 and CW57 in Philadelphia.

HD makeover
HD television demands that stations remake
themselves, a task easier said than done.
BY PHIL KURZ

conversion to HD
touches all aspects of

KYVV-TV
KYW-TV, the CBS O&O in Phil-

broadcast operations.

adelphia, went on air from its new
100,000sq-ft HD broadcast center
April 2. Located on the sixth floor
of a former SmithKline manufacturing plant, the station has been

The

For a lucky few, starting
from scratch at a green field site is
a possibility. Advantages abound,
but the biggest may be setting up
a new broadcast operation without
impeding the necessary work of the
ongoing SD plant.
For most, however, launching HD
operations will require layering HD

onto an ongoing enterprise - a
task few will find pleasant, but all
will find necessary as broadcasting enters an era where HD will be
commonplace.

This is the story of how some
broadcasters - large and small, independent and group -owned - have
managed their own HD makeovers.
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recognized by General Building
Contractors Association and is
nominated for a Pennsylvania Society of Professional Engineers

smart decisions about the physical
layout of the plant. The new station
is located on a single floor and covers about two acres, which affects

both engineering and people, he
says.

"We spent a lot of pre -planning
time - almost like a jigsaw puzzle

- working all of the departments

Excellence Award.
Starting fresh gave the station a big

into this one footprint to be as efficient as possible in terms of the operation of the station," Paleski says.
On a human level, that translated

leg up in many ways, but it wasn't

into keeping closely knit departments

without its own set of issues.

like sales and traffic adjacent to one
another. On an engineering level, it
meant being mindful of minimizing
the length of cable runs.
"We located the central rack room
in the center of the facility closest to
master control and the news control

"The first challenge was making
sure the television station worked
as a television station," says Rich
Paleski, KYW-TV director of engineering and operations.
Specifically, that meant making
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HD MAKEOVER
rooms to keeps cable runs as short

ing in a new building on the eastern
edge of town, the station had a classic green field site for HD. But HD

was not the impetus behind the

news that they create every week
between the two stations (KCRA
and KQCA My 58)," Balkan says.
"They really had to not interfere

new building.

with the product on -air while deal-

"I want you to understand that

"The original intent was never
to be an HD facility there," says

we are completely a high -definition

Joe Balkan, Hearst -Argyle western

ing with studio changes and control room changes simultaneous
to the upgrade. That's a pretty big

plant," Paleski says. "Even our SD
signal is converted to HD. We distribute everything as HD -SDI."

regional director of engineering.
"From the standpoint of that market and need for HD at this point
in the game, it probably wouldn't

as possible," Paleski recalls.

Leaving its 35 -year -old facility
and starting over with a green field
also gave KYW an opportunity to
leave the past behind.

In master control, the station
KCRA

3,

undertaking."

Stefan Hadl, KCRA director of
engineering, implemented an incremental approach to HD.

1

Weather PLUS

NINIMINW

Mark Finan

CHIEF METEOROLOGIST

CID

KCRA-TV in Sacramento, CA, is one of three
HD makeovers Hearst -Argyle Television has
made to existing station facilities.

relies on two separate HD master
control switchers, each running its

In Kansas City, MO, having a green field on which to build an HD facility was
crucial in Hearst -Argyle's decision to put KMBC-TV on -air in high-def.

own automation system.
"At the end of the line, the one for
standard definition is center cut and

have happened if it weren't for Jerry

"Stefan wanted to bring the tech-

(Agresti, KMBC director of engineering) being so diligent and wise
about what he bought."
Unanticipated construction delays pushed off the installation of
critical infrastructure, Balkan says,
which gave HD equipment prices
additional time to fall.

nology into the plant without doing a cutover on the air that would
be too much to digest in one ses-

then downconverted for SD," he says.

The station also operates WPSG-

TV, CW Philly 57, with its own
master control. Taking this approach lets KYW continue to meet

its SD obligations but disengage
itself from legacy technology as it
proceeds into an HD future.
"It didn't make any sense to de-

"When we got to the point of,

Thus, the station installed its HD
control room long before it put its
newscast on air in HD. Taking advantage of a free studio that could
be used temporarily to house the
SD news set, crews conducted demolition and construction of a new

anything away."

`Do we or don't we go HD?' it was
a slam dunk from a corporate perspective," he says. "Everything was
in place, and the incremental cost
was not great nor was the installation because it was a green field."
Says Agresti, "The biggest concerns were to future -proof the
technology as much as possible and
to stay within budget?'

KMBC-TV and KCRA-TV

fers an interesting contrast with the

KMBC-TV, the Hearst -Argyle
Television -owned ABC affiliate in
Kansas City, MO, is one of four sta-

HD retrofit of KCRA-TV, the Hearst -

FOX Business Network

Argyle station in Sacramento.

The mid -October launch of FOX
Business Network in 720p HD was

sign two separate television stations when everybody knew that
SD was going away," he says. "When

we looked at it, it was really more
economical to build an HD -only
plant. In the future, we won't have
to worry about throwing much of

KMBC's green field experience of-

tions in the group currently originating HD on a local level. Resid-
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"The challenges in Sacramento
were really that you have to keep

producing the 45 hours -plus of

HD news set.

"Basically, they began doing the

show in high-def and downconverting to an old studio that didn't
warrant doing it in high-def while
they were building the new studio,"
Balkan says. "The fact that the on air product was not compromised
during the whole process was key."

a bit green field and a bit accommodation of existing infrastructure.
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HD MAKEOVER
From an HD point -of -view, the
built from the ground up without

quickly because new products are
always coming out, you are able to
wire them and test them, and you

any legacy encumbrance. However,
from a newsgathering point of view,

know what you are going to get."
However, the luxury of the green

new national business channel was

FOX Business Network naturally
maintains a close tie with the FOX
News Channel and its 11 -year -old
infrastructure.

"Our tech center ended up being a green field space for a lot of
the HD infrastructure," says Greg
Ahlquist, FOX senior network director/project manager of digital
newsroom integration.
Having a fresh start for the new
HD operation was critical to hit-

Lexington, KY, Cordillera Communications' largest television stations, both upgraded their existing
broadcast facilities for HD origination this spring.

field only went so far, he said. At

The approach used in Tucson

some point, it was necessary to tie in
the existing FOX News Channel news

was to rely on an HD -capable rout-

gathering resources with the new
business network, and where that
happened, so did a surprise or two.

"Embedded audio was definitely
an issue," he recalls. "The embedded

audio issue in an HD environment
really becomes an issue between the

two environments since Fox News
Channel was built 11 years ago, and
there are analog mixers and analog

audio and embedded throughout
that plant."
Ahlquist's FOX Business Network

experience has given him a bit of
insight. First, control costs, he says.
"There are so many bleeding edge

technological options that are out

ing switcher installed the year before that could be populated with
HD cards to build an HD matrix.
In Lexington, the approach was to
add a separate HD matrix tied to
the existing SDI router via some
custom software. While that made
the move a bit smoother than a total spinal transplant, a host of other
challenges had to be met, he says.
"Monitoring becomes more
of an issue than we would like to
admit," he says. "Everybody has

HDMI inputs. You can pick up
plasma displays to go into offices,
conference rooms, whatever, and

they all have HDMI inputs. Un-

to achieve is probably the biggest

fortunately, we're routing HD -SDI
signals around the plant. It's $700
a whack to do those conversions."
The "oh-by-gollies," a term Suk

challenge out there," he explains

coined for such expenses, aren't

His second suggestion is closely
tied to the first.

confined to conversions.
"I think one of the biggest things

WLEX-TV, the Cordillera Communications

"Know how you process the signal

from an engineering standpoint is

station in Lexington, KY, not only layered HD
onto an existing SD plant, but also converted
to a file -based workflow and new newsroom
system at the same time.

throughout the plant," he advises.
"Each particular vendor has many

to say, 'Oh, I need a switcher; I need

there that understanding it and having a plan as to what you are trying

options; you must know the dependencies of each one of those."

ting the six-month deadline the
organization was given to launch

KVOA-TV and WLEX-TV

the business channel.
"Having the green field space was

Andy Suk, VP of engineering and
operations for Cordillera Com-

adding machine lever back as you
go," Suk says.

switching network, the production

Other less obvious HD expenses
include Doppler radar, a new news
set and the cost of hiring contractors to do the construction renovation. Aside from expenses, the other
complication, particularly when it
comes to HD upgrades, is keeping
SD operations on track during the

(organization). So we were able to

switcher and all the parts and pieces

process.

configure our HD infrastructure

that are part of that puzzle - you
are talking about ripping out the

"If it were a green field conversion just starting from the ground
up, that would be a piece of cake,"

a luxury, especially in that short
time frame," Ahlquist explains.
"We didn't have a lot of time to
make decisions that would have
been dependent on (simultaneously operating a) breaking news
and test it without interrupting our
newsgathering organization. Without the demands of a 24 -hour news
operation, you don't have the need
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a router; I need monitoring and
graphics, and miss all the other
things that keep you pulling that

munications, doesn't mince words

when describing an HD station
upgrade

"When you get into the backbone of the station - the routing

spine of the station and reinserting
a new one," Suk says. "Or, you can

try a stepped approach to do the

to support that. You are allowed

same thing."

to get in there. Because it is such a
new technology and is changing so

Tucson, AZ, and WLEX-TV in

HD Summit I December 4-5

He should know. KVOA-TV in

Suk says, "but keeping the rest of it
up and alive, a lot of that has to do
with the SD process, the conversion

to SD and figuring that out before
the HD conversion."
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HD MAKEOVER
According to Suk, often there are

other conversions tied to the HD
upgrade going on simultaneously

that can put a strain on SD operations. For example, WLEX con-

verted its news production from a
tape -based to nonlinear workflow
and its newsroom computer system
to ENPS all at the same time.

Why put so much strain on staff
to adapt to so much new technology
at once? Simple: the addition of HD
servers for playout of all stories.

made that much easier," he says.

To protect the graphics systems,
production switcher and other control gear from the debris and dust,
Stuhlmann turned to drop clothes
and vacuum cleaners.

Ripping out the existing producer's stations, monitor wall and
switcher/graphics cabinet required
cutting existing cabinetry apart
a little at a time when the station
wasn't airing news. To keep the saw

dust to a minimum, it was not un-

switcher desk, creating a 3ft gap to
hang the plasmas. Eventually, all of

the old equipment cabinets were
replaced with new custom cabinetry, the control room was rewired,
and old broadcast equipment was
replaced with new HD gear. The
last piece to go was the disconnect
Ampex AVC-335 switcher, which
was replaced a Snell & Wilcox Kahuna production switcher.
Without question, WINK is using state-of-the-art equipment,

"If you are going to put in the
playout server, that effectively is your
nonlinear editing system," Suk says.

WINK -TV
WINK -TV, the Fort Myers Broadcasting -owned CBS affiliate in Fort

Myers, FL, sprinted into HD local
origination Oct. 20 after deciding to

01NEE

upgrade to HD following NAB2007
in April.

If ever there were an HD extreme makeover, WINK would be
it. It could be the poster child for
the pain caused by layering an HD
broadcast operation onto an existing broadcast infrastructure.
"One of the first things we needed to do was our control room, the
only one we have currently," says
Keith Stuhlmann, WINK director
of engineering. "It's pretty much
been the same for the last 15 years.
We really needed to redo the room
to get it into the modern age and
ready for HD."

The first step in that process was

ripping out the ceiling above the
control room, all the while continuing to produce seven and half
hours of news a day from the room.

"Getting the ceiling down and the
new suspended ceiling up was going to make it a whole lot easier for
wiring," Stuhlmann says.

While the station's entire operations center is on a computer floor,
there were many advantages of being able to "fly wires" overhead, including the ability to get from Point
A to Point B.
"Hanging the suspended ceiling
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Today all is calm behind the Kahuna production switcher at WINK -TV, but
a few months ago, this control room saw major demolition and rebuilding
during a six -week period to upgrade to HD while maintaining control of its SD
news from the room.

usual for two people to be vacuuming while a third person operated a
circular saw.

including a Miranda Technologies
Kaleido-X multiviewer, Ikegami
HDK-790EX III studio cameras,

"Vacuum cleaners are your best
friend:' he notes.

a Bitcentral Precis news produc-

As the cabinets were being cut
into pieces for disassembly, station
engineers began hanging the plas-

ma monitors that would become
its new monitor wall on the wall
behind its existing monitor racks.
News production personnel identified the absolute minimum moni-

tors they needed to maintain the
newscast. That reduced the number

of racks needed from six to three,
Stuhlmann explained.
Unneeded racks were removed

and the newly populated racks
were pulled tight

against the
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tion system, Thomson Grass Valley
Edins software and a host of other
equipment, but it's the station's sto-

ry of the control room renovation
that best illustrates how extreme
the challenge of upgrading to HD
can be in some cases.

"The first thing, when someone
hands you a project like this, is you
have to carefully plan out what your
moves are going to be and in what
order:' Stuhlmann says.
Phil Kurz authors several Broadcast
Engineering e -newsletters, including "HD
Technology Update."

December 4-5 I HD Summit
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HD sports coverage
Producing 'NFL on CBS' coverage in HD is no
easy task, says CBS Sports VP.
While the increasing
number of HD networks, programs,
locally originated

explains. "It becomes technically
and operationally difficult for the
stations and the viewers, too - es-

newscasts and sets sold are testa-

pecially the HD viewer?'
While the SD viewer remains un-

ments to the growing pervasiveness

aware of the aspect ratio changes,

of HD television in the United States,

the HD viewer sees it all.
"Now that the penetration of HD
is so much larger among the viewing audience, this is a bigger deal,"

much needs to be accomplished before the next era in TV can truly be
considered complete.
There may be no better example
than HD coverage of sports, if you

he says.

consider the point of view of Ken
Aagaard, CBS Sports senior VP, operations & production services.

"What happens to people like us
at CBS Sports - because we are in
a position where we do multiple, si-

multaneous HD feeds as we do on
"NFL on CBS" and because capital
isn't something that just falls out

aspect ratios and the ad community
present the network with challenges

of trees - is we find ourselves in

is our wraparound studio, still has

in producing NFL coverage.

a partial -SD world and partial -HD

only stereo audio," Aagaard explains.

world," he says.

"But every time we switch to that

The reality of a bifurcated broadcast world translates into obstacles.
"The main point is the HD revolution has happened, but we're not

studio for updates, half -times, post -

home yet. We have a long way to go.

games and pre -games, we take a
game that is in 5.1 surround sound,
and if you are listening in 5.1, it collapses down to stereo. The problem

There are still a lot of issues," says
Aagaard, who is presenting a keynote speech during the Broadcast
Engineering, Broadcasting & Cable
and Multichannel News HD Technology Summit Dec. 4-5 in Univer-

that causes is not necessarily a happy
story for the guy listening in 5.1:"

sal City, CA.

5.1 -stereo issue, he says.

For example, on any given Sunday during the NFL season, CBS
Sports produces five to six games
in HD, depending upon whether
or not the network is presenting a
doubleheader, out of a total of as

Obstacles arising from the mix of
SD and HD games aren't confined
to audio, however. Switching from
market to market to update viewers
on games across the country creates
challenges related to aspect ratio.

Currently, not a lot of HD viewers have surround sound at home,
but the number is growing, which

adds urgency to overcoming the

Aagaard says.

"Many of the stations in our system just take HD, and they derive

the SD 4:3 out of the HD feed,"
he says. "What that means is those
commercials get clipped, and that
presents its own problems?'
Fixing the problem is a matter of
educating sponsors, but they better
learn soon, Aagaard says.
"Come next year, all broadcasters are going to tell them: 'Time's
up. Deliver us an HD, 16:9 4:3 -safe
commercial:" he warns.

These HD growing pains aren't
the whole story, however. Bright
spots abound, and HD sports production sheds light on the progress.
Only a few years ago, tools and technology considered commonplace in

SD sports production simply didn't
exist in HD. But that has changed.

"From a production point of
the manufacturers have
caught up," he says. "You can't even
go buy SD gear anymore. It doesn't

view,

many as eight game telecasts. With

"As we switch from game to

that mix, what to do with audio

game, one minute you are on an SD

even exist. I really cannot think of
one thing I cannot do in high def

becomes a major obstacle.

4:3 game. Then the next minute,

that I couldn't do as long as I'm

you are on an HD game," Aagaard

willing to pay for it."

"Right now, our NFL studio, which
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Ken Aagaard, CBS Sports senior VP,
operations & production services,
says 5.1 surround sound, mixed

The trouble of mixed aspect ratios also touches sponsors. Many
agencies and advertisers deliver
HD 16:9 aspect ratio commercials,
but fail to ensure they are 4:3 safe,

HD Summit I December 4-5
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SUMMIT

Through
Technology For
Stations G-oups

& Networks

(FEBRUARY 5-6, 2008 ORLANDO)

HIS IS A PRIVATE CUSTOMER SUMMIT
Industry -leading Keynote Speakers

John Reardon

Earl Jones

President & CEO,

Chairman and CEO,
Petry Media Corp.

Tribune Broadcasting

Provocative, Informative Panel
Discussions on Crucial Issues:
Mobile Video - New Profit
Opportunities
Future Of Broadcast In An

Be our guest at this exclusive, invitation only,
gathering of television industry executives to
discuss t.crw technology advances and business

practice cianges wil impact your stations'
competitiveness.
The 7th anival Competitive Television Summit is a
great networking event, designed to explore key
issues with case studies, high-level keynotes aid
in-depth analysis.

On -Demand World

Converged Distribution: The
Internet, Mobile Devices and
Beyond

New Technologies Can Enhance
Your Bottom Line

Local Origination in HD How To Be Cost -Effective

Innovations That Save Your
Profit Margins

Our private summits are excellent opportunities
to interact with other broadcasters and leading
vendors, to share yoJr experiences and learn hrom
colleagues, peers and industry experts. Network
and Station Group Owners, Presidents, CEOs,
VPs of Technology, CFOs, News Management and

Station Executives ate encouraged to attend.
Summit registration, meals and hotel
accommodations are free. You pa/ only for travel.

Dates: Tuesday/Wednesday
February 5-6, 2008
Summit begins with Luncheon Keynote on Tuesday and ends
with Luncheon Keynote on Wednesday. Group Dinner with
Keynote on Tuesday evening included.

FR ErMeals, Hotel

Registration

Plus: Early Arrival Cocktail Reception,
Monday, February. 4th, 8:00 - 10:00

Location: Orlando Airport
Marriott Hotel
Attendance is limited Please register
by Dec. 1st, 2007

This is an exclusive, invitation - only event, nith
80-100 of the top broadcast industry executives
expected to attend. Please plan your departure
no earlier than 4:00pm on Feb. 6th.

This is a private customer summit.
TO QUALIFY FOR AN INVITATION

Please crtact Sandy :riedman at
646.746.6740 or safleiman@reedbusiness.com
or, fax back your registration form to
646.746.6520.
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Is technology moving raster than your staff's
skills? Do you have engineers and operators
that aren't up-to-date on your latest equipment
and systems? Have the demands of HD and
handling multi-forma:s created workflow
problems or caused on -air mistakes? These
failures can cost yon. money.

Broadcast Engineering is excited to offer you an introductory
series of training workshops targeted specifically to broadcast
operations and engineering staffs.
These courses are designed to:
> introduce new technology, solutions and operations to
younger staff members, and
> provide a structured and thorough review for your more
experienced staff.

BroadcastEngineering
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All this is contained in a self -paced, complete program
accessible from any computer.

www.broadcastengineering.com/webcast/be5t
to learn more, or to enroll.
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Leave the teaching to the experts,
the consultants at Broadcast Engineering.
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OPTICAL STORAGE
for HD video acquisition
The evolution of recording

media continues to keep
with the increasing storage capacities and
transfer rates needed for HD video
pace

accomplished in a few ways. Physically speaking, the track pitch can be
made narrower to increase the overall
length of the track (pregroove) that
spirals out from the center of the disc.

As for the format, a compression
algorithm with a higher compression
ratio can be employed. The practical
solution is to add record layers to the
media, effectively doubling the capac-

acquisition. One of the two major
nontape recording platforms used in
today's broadcast facilities is optical
storage. Here is a tutorial on how the
technology works.

One of the two major nontape
recording platforms used in today's
broadcast facilities is optical storage.

Dual -layer blue laser

Another choice is whether to adopt

ity with the addition of each successive

Increasing the capacity of current
recordable and rewritable blue -laser

land -groove recording or groove -only
recording. A third option is to decrease
the recorded mark size, enabling more
marks along the linear track.

layer. Additional layers on opposite
sides of the disc, though, require two
pick-ups to access both sides or the
use of a flipper to turn over the disc

discs, employing a 405nm wavelength
to write/read to a 120mm disc, can be
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to write/read to the opposite side.

Obviously, the use of two record
layers on the same side makes more
sense. However, that would require
the outer -most record layer to have
transparency so the inner -most record layer can be written to and read
from by the laser. It must also have
record layer properties necessary to
store amorphous (low reflectivity)
marks and crystalline (high reflectivity) marks.
Hence, two new developments were
necessary to facilitate dual -layer record -

Mg. The first is a semitransparent record layer, and the second is a grooved
transparent spacer layer, or the layer

light back to the drives pickup. The
record layer absorbs 84 percent and

relies on only 5 percent reflectivity
from both Ll and LO layers to achieve
a reliable read process.

which consists of the laser diode and
optical lens, physically moves as one
to focus on LO or LI layer. The laser
first writes to LO layer radially, from
the inside of the disc to the outer cir-

100 percent incident blue -violet laser

la er

LI layer absorbs 45 percent of
to write to LO layer. Thus, LI layer is
said to have 50 percent transmittance.
Because LO layer reflects back only 10
percent of the light, and LI layer has
50 percent transmittance, 5 percent

single -layer

Spacer

ously recording data.

Semitransparent
recording layer
rewriteable

R=111%

cumference, then to LI layer, from
the outside in. This is the movement
of the optical block when continuthe light, reflects 5 percent of it and
transmits the remaining 50 percent

Typical

LO layer

In Figure 1, the optical block,

that separates LO layer and LI layer.

discs reflect about 16 percent of the

Subs -rate

uses it to write the signal. Dual -layer

Figure 1. Dual -layer disc cross-section, showing
transmittance (T) and reflectivity (R)

Precisely
measured
and

delivered
264 02 24 WEI

by

Broadcasters have woven ESE precision master clocks and

timing -related products into their facilities for over 35 years.
ESE products accurately synchronize broadcast operations
using a choicstof GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal or line

frequency for f: fordable, reliable, perfect time.
Spend a few seconds on www.ese-web.com to discover a
vast universe of timing systems that are designed for easy
installation, set-up and operation.

ESE
142 Sierra Street
El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Tel: (310) :22-2136
Fax: (310) :22-8127
www.ese-web.com
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Soft stamper for Ll groove replication

of the original incident light is ultimately received by the
pickup from LO layer.
2A

Grooved transparent spacer layer
With single -layer optical disc manufacturing, a pre groove is stamped into the substrate, incorporating a
wobble method to allow the laser to track properly on the

LO layer

groove. When two record layers are present, as is the case
with a dual -layer disc, a groove must also exist in the sec-

Transparent
spacer layer

4

1111.1111111111111101111

ond layer (II layer) to facilitate proper tracking on this

I

layer as well. To accomplish this, after LO record layer is
applied to the grooved substrate, a 25pm-thick transparent spacer layer is spin -coated on top of it.
A soft stamper, embossed with the same groove pattern
as was originally stamped in the substrate prior to applying LO layer, is pressed down on the transparent spacer
layer to create the pregroove for LI layer. (See 2A in Figure 2.) The spacer layer is then cured using an ultraviolet
lamp. (See 2B in Figure 2.) Once cured, the soft stamper is
peeled away. (See 2C in Figure 2.)

It is important to note that not only does the spacer
layer need to be transparent to enable the laser to write
and read LO layer during normal use, but the stamper
must also be transparent in order for UV light to pass

Wird

so

I \ stamper

2B

Cured

spacer layer

2C

11111111willa

Figure 2. Grooved transparent spacer layer process

"To help our technical team manage this large complex with
high technical performance requirements, we chose Zeus."
-Bud O'Connor, Director of Broadcast Engineering, The Newseum

The Newseum, a 250,000 -square -foot museum of news opening in 2008,
uses many technologies to help relay its message. The museum's seven levels
include 14 major galleries, 15 theaters, two state-of-the-art broadcast studios,
more than 100 interactive kiosks and a 40' x 22' high definition media screen.

THINK Z:eus..
THE NEWSEUM DID.
100
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For full control over your physical
assets, call 407-352-6501 or visit
www.obordigital.com
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through it during the manufactur-

Conclusion

ing process. L1 record layer is then
applied to the grooved spacer layer.
Both LO and L1 layers now have the
same groove structure with opposite
spiral. These additional steps in the
manufacturing process and the development of a transparent spacer

Advancements in manufacturing
techniques and layer composition
that support both transparency and
reflectivity were necessary to bring
dual -layer optical disc technology to

layer and soft stamper are used in the

fruition. The result is a storage/recording media with a capacity more
than 70X that of the standard com-

manufacturing of dual -layer discs,

pact disc, yet relies on the same size

including the Sony Professional Disc.
(See Table 1.)

disc.

Considering the data -intensive na-

ture of HD recording, it is no surprise
that this medium, capable of recording such a high bit -density -per -square
centimeter in a low-cost, easy -to -handle, reliable and rewritable form, con-

tinues to be accepted as an alternative
to tape for both HD video acquisition
and archive applications.
BE
Wayne Desmond is the national training
manager of Sony's Media and Application
Solutions Division.

Sony Professional Disc model

PFD -23A

PFD -50D LA

Recording capacity

23.3G B

50GB (25GB/layer)

Recording time

HO (35Mb/s): approx. 60min
SP (25Mb/s): approx. 90min
LP (18Mb/s): approx. 120min

HQ (35Mb/s): approx. 14,5min
SP (25Mb/s): approx. 190min
LP (18Mb/s): approx. 250min

Maximum transfer rate (read)

126Mb/s (3.5x)*

126Mb/s (3.5x)

Maximum transfer rate (write)

86Mb/s (2.4x)*

86Mb/s ;2.4x)

*Transfer rate wil' vary depending on hardware.

Table 1. Single- (2:3.3GB) and dual -layer (50GB) disc record times

BREAK FREE FROM CONSTRAINTS
WITH QMASTER - THE WORta'S/FIRST
IP PROMPTING SOLUTION.
(

December 2007 I broadcastengineerirg.com
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The MediaCache 1000
Concurrent's storage solution increases performance.
BY JOHN FFNI FY

Digital content for interactive TV systems, such

as VOD, nDVR or delayed -broadcast

video,

has traditionally been stored on and

streamed from standard magnetic
media hard drives. While the cost per

gigabyte for hard drives is low, the
use of this storage medium for digital video streaming applications has
introduced several performance and

similar solutions in active title cach-

ing using regular hard drives. This
increased performance allows for a
75 -percent reduction in the storage
needed to meet streaming requirements of active content.
Using solid-state storage has a direct affect on overall system reliability. Flash -based SSDs are specified to
have about 3X the reliability of regu-

lar hard drives. This increased reli-

will eventually wear out. To combat
this, a substantial quantity of extra
flash memory is built into the drive.
Sophisticated data management

and error detection and correction
algorithms ensure that data is never
lost. In a video streaming application, the anticipated service life of the
drives due to flash memory wear -out
is more than 200 years, much higher
than that of regular hard drives.

reliability limitations.

Hard drive limitations
Digital video files are quite large,
and effective management and distribution of these files can adversely
impact disk lifetimes. Medium and
large VOD systems deploy hundreds
of hard drives that have exhibited
mean time between failures (MTBF)
rates as low as several hundred thousand hours in VOD applications. Due
to the relatively low I/O performance
characteristics of hard drives in video
applications, content may be duplicated multiple times to satisfy streaming requirements. This increases the
number of hard drives necessary in a
system, reducing overall reliability.
Other issues inherent to hard
drives include relatively short service

life, high power consumption and
increased strain on limited available
rack space.

A solid solution
Concurrent's

MediaCache

ability, combined with the reduction
in storage requirements, provides a
12X improvement in effective reliability for the storage system. SSDs
also consume about 40 -percent less
power than regular hard drives. This
savings, again combined with fewer
drives overall, can provide an 80 -percent reduction in storage power.

Wear -out is eliminated
1000

is a solid-state storage solution designed to mitigate performance challenges associated with spinning disk
drives. The system uses commercial
off -the -shelf (COTS) flash memory
solid-state drives (SSDs) in a standard
storage chassis to achieve densities in
excess of 1000 hours of SD MPEG-2

content. The performance is rated
at 3000 simultaneous SD MPEG-2
streams, up to a 6X improvement over
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Concurrent's MediaCache 1000 storage system uses COTS flash memory solidstate drives to achieve densities in excess of 1000 hours of SD MPEG-2 content.

The inherent wear -out mechanism
in flash memory typically limits the
number of write and erase cycles to

a specified minimum of 100,000.
Through multiple technical strategies, this wear -out limit has been
eliminated in the MediaCache 1000.
Although wear -leveling across the
entire drive assures that all memory

Typical streaming video systems
have a library of content that is considerably larger than the active content being streamed at any given time.
The MediaCache 1000 is designed to
be located with the video servers for
storage or caching of this active content, where the performance is most
advantageous. This allows the placement of video servers and associated
active content storage in unmanned
locations, such as at the edge, where

performance counts and the added
reliability reduces maintenance and
provides peace -of -mind to the opera-

tor. The full library of content only
needs to be stored once at a central,
manned location using more costeffective regular hard drives where
maintenance isn't as big an issue.

pages receive the same number of
write and erase cycles over time, as in
regular hard drives, pages of memory

broadcastengineering.com I December 2007

John Fenley is a systems engineer for
Concurrent.
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WEBCAST SERIES
Broadcast Eng.neering is proud to introduce an
ongoing series of monthly webcasts covering key

technical and operational issues. In these one hour long events, attendees can learn while at

COMING IN
JANUARY
Getting ready for February 2009:
Analog goes dark

their desktops or home computers. A broadband

Presented by John Liff
and Jeremy Ruck

connection is all teat's needed.

January 8, 2008 - 2:00 pm EST

The topics are taught by experienced and trained

may be a few tasks not yet complet-

engineers, consultants, and operations managers.

ed in preparation for the February
2009 analog shutoff. But, have you

The focus is on gLick, solid and useful instruction.
These are not product demonstrations or promotions.
These webcasts w II provide solid technical and

If you are like most stations, there

considered eveything? Could you be
overlooking something? Let these ex per -7s help your station through the

trarsition.

operational tra ning for professionals. And, the
bonus is they Ere 'ree!

Visit
broadcastengineering.com/webinar/print
today to register!
emeemme

BROADCAST ENGINEERING LIVE

Project Management

MAR

COMING IN
FEBRUARY
Automation for engineers: Part I:
Types and applications
Presented by Sid Guel

February 19, 2008 - 2:00 pm EST
7a1,.

ff.

7.17:'111

Automation is part of most TV operations. This consulting engineer explains about the different platfcrms used
to support automat on technology. From software -based
to hardware -focused, automation systems may appear
similar, but they car go about their tasks differently. This
firs-. of a two-part course helps engineers and operational
managers better understand
what today's automation

Sponsored by

systems can do and features el%
tha: should be considered
to develop an efficient and Innovate I Integrate I Deliver
cost-effective workflow.

TECHNOLOGY IN TRANSITION
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HD for news
A decade ago, critics questioned its place in news,
but today, HD seems to be the way of the future.
BY JOHN LUFF

people in the
broadcast
industry
speculated that HD
news wouldn't be suc-

bandwidth was restricted. Today,

Many

however, there are systems in several

frequency bands that use COFDM
modulation and low latency codecs,
which feature latency as low as one

cessful. Pundits predicted that HD

might reach the news studio, but

frame (encode only), and typically a
similar latency in decode. While not

bandwidth constraints would keep it
from ever reaching the field. Others

questioned the motivation for HD

instantaneous, a system latency of
two frames is acceptable in almost

news. They predicted that since HD
without surround sound would not

any application.

There is a second place where latency in HD, indeed in all DTV, is
an issue. If a field reporter is doing
a live link with audio received from
the off -air channel -a circumstance
made more likely after the February
2009 transition - the received audio
could be as much as several seconds

sell, news would likely never convert.

Some people thought the cost for
HDTV acquisition equipment would
never be cheap enough for news departments. Indeed, 10 years ago, an
HD camcorder at prices compatible
with news acquisition was a long ways

off. Editing was expensive, and with
limited hard disk storage, the thought
of nonlinear news editing in HD was
mostly a pipe dream.
That was then, and reality and the
passage of nearly a decade since HD
approached real -world implementa-

tion has put clarity to many of the

Thomson Grass Valley's Ignite control -

room solution allows broadcasters to
migrate from SD to HD.

and the lack of suitable hardware.

Make no mistake about it, HD
brings challenges that are materi-

concerns. The early adopters of HD

ally different from those SD has conquered or never had in the first place.

technology for news blazed a trail.

For example, look at the latency

Early implementations sometimes
simply followed studio shots using a
cuts -only switcher slaved to the main
4:3 SD production switcher. As a result, production values were predictably low, giving the naysayers a case
against HD news. But today, the cost of
hardware has dropped so dramatically

that HD news is fast becoming a necessity in markets where competition
has always driven investment in news
hardware. Without that competition,
how many Doppler radar systems or
news helicopters would there be?

Latency issues
Today the market is grappling with
the differences that HD brings rather

than fighting implementation costs
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The market is

grappling with
the differences
HD brings rather

than fighting
implementation
costs and the lack
of hardware.
(delay) in ENG links. Analog links
have essentially no latency at all. A
digital microwave link will likely have

much less than one frame of latency.
For many years, HD encoders created
significant latency, especially when
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late. Obviously, that doesn't work for
live two-way interviews! With analog,
it is not unusual to use cueing channels transmitted with the main signal.
With HD local news, cell phones or
other means have to suffice for IFB
return circuits, unless a low latency
return microwave link is employed.

The cost of HD
The economic equation that delayed the development of local HD
news has radically changed due to
the development of HDV and other
technologies. These new technolo-

gies make HD news hardly more
expensive than SD was a couple of
years ago. Issues like expensive storage networks are no longer dragging
down the switch to HD. Last year, for
the first time, the cost of disk memory
dropped below that of videotape for

equivalent bandwidth. Cameras can
record HD content at around 20Mb,
so it is much easier to justify the storage bandwidth HD requires.
At the same time, the cost of HD -

capable nonlinear edit systems has
dropped considerably. It

is

now

possible for consumers to shoot and edit HD content with
features broadcasters would have killed to have less than a
decade ago. Terabyte laptops are not far off, and memory recording cameras can now capture about 80 minutes without

Broadcasters Trust
Telecast Fiber for ALL
their Fiber Optic Needs.
oas t

moving parts. New codecs shared between consumer and
professional products, such as AVCHD, further decrease the
cost of HD storage.

Set design challenges
HD does present some challenges that are not likely to
disappear any time soon. One is the need to spend more
money dressing a news set for HD production.
Both the resolution of the cameras and the wide aspect
ratio beg for new thinking on set design and lighting. High
contrast lighting may challenge the physical appearance of
some journalists with cameras that have twice the spatial
resolution of SD. Compact fluorescent lighting can help by
the nature of the extended sources used, creating a more
pleasing and natural image.
Sets must be carefully thought through. For example,
depth of field is not the same with HD cameras as with SD.
To get the same effect on the background in a set, the camera shooting distance may need to be adjusted.

Handling 5.1 audio
It is safe to say that many broadcasters have not switched

to stereo production, and 5.1 surround seems like an impossibility. Frankly, it probably is inappropriate for news
content. But the question becomes how to handle the audio in the entire broadcast chain so the home receiver is
not switching modes, with almost certain issues for home
listeners. Many have chosen to use synthesized surround
sound as the house standard. There are now devices available that can pass 5.1 when it is present and create a good
synthetic image when it is not. Doing so allows the home
receiver to remain locked to a surround signal, preventing
receiver unlock.

ADDER and ADDER II
Whether you need analog audio, AES, intercom
or even A -D and D -A signal conversion, there
is an Adder system ready to handle any audio
challenge. Up to 256 channels per fiber, at
24 -bit resolution, with optical redundancy for
quiet, reliable sound.

SHED/HDX and COBRA
For Triax and hybrid cabled cameras, we have
solutions to liberate you from your heavy copper.
SHEDs eliminate your costly hybrid cables on HD
cameras, while Cobras replace triax on HD or SD
camera systems... with ten times the distance.

VIPER I / SIDEWINDER
For 14 years the Viper and Sidewinder have
supported ENG/SNG applications around the globe.
The reel -mounted Sidewinder and Viper Mussel
Shell are immediately familiar as the workhorse
systems that have proven themselves in the most
extreme conditions...day in and day out.

VIPER II 6000
With small "throw down" modules that can be
converted to rack mount, the Viper II is an
expandable system that grows with your facility.
Modules range from video/audio to Ethernet to
robotic HD/POV for incredible flexibility using
simple building blocks.

COPPERHEAD HD/SDI
Our camera -mounted CopperHead makes light
work of a wide range of applications, from
news coverage to digital cinematography.
Turn your ENG camera into a remote production
camera, and avoid the cumbersome, expensive
triax backs and base stations.

ay..

TeleThon
The TeleThon transceiver is a hybrid device

combining the digital signal transport of

Removing the final barrier
Lastly, the cost of HD infrastructure is rapidly reaching
parity with SD, removing the last barrier to HD implementation. Today, equivalent systems are 10 percent to 20 percent more expensive in HD than SD, with only true HD quality lenses likely to remain higher in cost for the foreseeable future. A few years ago, critical elements in the production chain, such as production switchers, were much more
expensive. Now models with good feature sets are available
at below the cost of some SD -only products. It seems likely
that in the next few years, manufacturers will cease to make
SD hardware, not unlike the cutoff of analog broadcasting
looming less than 450 days from now.
BE

Python II and the CWDM wavelength
management of Teleport. The result is up to
32 Gb/sec of transport, answering all of your
digital trunking needs.

Save time on your event production schedule. On a single

lightweight cable we support all your broadcast signals from
the field and the booth to the truck. From Telecast, the leader

in fiber for television broadcast production.

r, Telecast
Fiber Systems, Inc.

(508) 754-4858

All products mentioned herein are trademarks of Telecast Fiber Systems

John Luff is a broadcast technology consultant.
ElSend questions and comments to: john.luff@penton.com

www.telecast-fiber.com
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NEW PRODUCTS
NEW PRODUCTS & REVIEWS

HDSPe ExpressCard

RME

ExpressCard for PCIe notebooks provides

Dalet News Suite for VectorBox
Dalet
Turnkey digital production and playout solution combines Dalet News Suite integrated
news and program production tools running on standard IT servers with VectorBox
video and template -based CG playout; comes standard with a predefined workflow,
associated training and installation services; integrates with existing nonlinear editing systems; provides centralized storage, desktop shot selection and editing, advanced
scripting, program preparation tools and reliable playout.
212-269-6700; www.dalet.com

the same features as the PCMCIA version; comes with drivers for Windows XP
(multiclient operation of MME, GSIF and
ASIO 2.0), Windows Vista, Vista 64, Power PC and MAC Universal (Intel) drivers

Lux -LED -DV

16x9

support; features high-speed serial audio
data bus as used in the Multiface, Multi face II, Digiface and RPM DF interfaces.

330-259-0308; www.rme-audio.com

VOVOX

metadata for easy search and retrieval in
Pro Tools, Avid, SoundMiner, NetMix,
iTunes and other popular sound library

Onboard LED system features five high -search engines.
output LEDs for stepless variable focus
860-967-0973
at 40 to 60 degrees, a cooling system that
www.blastwavefx.com
keeps the light cool to the touch and is fully dimmable with daylight color temperature at full saturations; generates greater
brightness at a lower power consumption
Eyeheight
compared with standard tungsten light LI-1DM
systems; operates at multivoltage inputs
tn
to
from 6.5V to 28V; comes equipped with
an inline power supply adaptor.
661-295-3313; www.16x9inc.com

Series includes three types of cables for
digital signals: unbalanced VOVOXlink
protect AD features 7552 impedance,
balanced VOVOXlink direct SD features
11011 and eight -channel cable VOVOX-

Phantom C

Brauner Microphones

mucolink direct SD features 110SZ; avail-

able in lengths from 3ft to 33ft; include
gold-plated RCA, BNC or XLR Neutrik
connectors.
+41 41 420 89 89; www.vovox.com

Compact multidefinition logo inserter
with dual independent logo generators and dual independent keyers allows
HD or SD logos to be uploaded to flash
memory, monitored and controlled via
Ethernet; each channel can accommodate
logos in any common format, including
1080i, 1080p25, 1080p30, 720p, 625 and
525; can store up to 4MB; controllable
via an integral front -mounted panel, remote FP -9 Flexi-Panel or via Ethernet.
866-469-2729; www.eyeheight.com

D32x1OR4D-V41

uBR7225VXR CMTS

Cisco
Universal broadband router for the delivery of high-speed data, voice and video

services supports up to 5000 subscribers; provides cable operators with up to
16 upstreams and four downstreams per
2RU form factor; features compatibility
with DOCSIS 3.0, Euro-DOCSIS 2.0 and

Fujinon

Phantom -powered 48V condenser microphone features a fixed cardioid pattern based on the VM1 capsule design, a
signal-to-noise ratio of 83dB and a frequency range of 20Hz to 22kHz; provides
a sonic character that is natural, clear and
transparent without being harsh, making
it suited for a wide range of applications.

PacketCable 1.1 technology.

408-526-4000; www.cisco.com

Blastwave FX

Downloadable sound effects libraries
specifically created for new media and
Web applications include two libraries:
Webtones and Podcaster; feature sounds
recorded at 24 -bit 96k and delivered as
16 -bit 44.1k MP3 files, and embedded

providing Core Audio and Core MIDI

VOVOXIink series

Micro -Waves

+49 0 5903 9388 0

www.braunermicrophones.com

Surveillance zoom lens for day and night

operations on CCTV systems features
megapixel-compatible,

high -resolution,

long telephoto zoom capability, preset
CopperHead DLV-3X1

Telecast Fiber Systems

Camera -mounted fiber-optic multiplexer converts four 1.5GB/s data streams from
copper to fiber, permitting transmission of uncompressed dual -link 4:4:4 and 4:2:2
HD -SDI data signals between the camera head and camera control area over one fiberoptic cable; increases transmission distances to as far as 9mi; mounts between almost
any dual -link 4:4:4 camera and its battery; features an integrated HD receiver.

508-754-4858; www.telecast-fiber.com
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functionality and remote iris control; specialized optics use an extremely low lon-

gitudinal chromatic aberration lens that
minimizes color fringing and provides
crisp color images in daylight and black
and white images in low light and darkness, without refocusing.
973-633-5600; www.fujinon.com

NEW PRODUCTS
NEW PRODUCTS & REVIEWS

Panasonic

AG-HMC70

Shoulder -mount AVCHD camcorder
records 1080i images onto SD/SDHC
memory cards; uses H.264 -based AVCHD
video format to deliver twice the record-

ing efficiency of older codec technologies; features three native 16:9 progressive 1/4in CCDs to record, or provide a
live feed of, widescreen 1440 x 1080 HD
images; equipped with a 12X 38.5mm462mm wide-anle zoom lens, one -push
auto focus arid integrated Optical Image
Stabilization

Panther

Twister Dolly

Doorway dolly features combined tire and
track wheels that allow for movements on

track (2ft gauge) or on the ground with-

out conversion; three selectable steering modes move either the front or rear
wheels independently from each other, or
all four wheels move together; glides with

an overall width of 31in through doors;
allows up to 5501bs payload.

818-841-3110; www.panther.tv

PERC2000

QuStream

IP-based system controls current QuStream
routing switchers via 10 or 100BASE-T or

serial port; comprises a circuit board and
software; provides a wide range of configuration options, including control of

audio delay on input channels and/or
output channels, audio phase inversion,
dual channel summing and assignment
of audio silence, white noise, 1kHz tone
and discrete tone sweep; comes with four
RS -232/422 serial ports and Ethernet for
communications interfaces.
416-385-2323; www.qustream.com

800-528-8601

www.palasonic.com/broadcast
Olson Technology

OTPN-MDN-870 Mini -Node
DPA 4080

DPA Microphones

Miniature cardioid lavalier microphone
combines optimal speech intelligibility
with a discreet, compact design; achieves

maximum gain before feedback, capturing the voice with a high degree of
definition; integrated system combines
microphone, windscreen, shock mount
and cable management lapel clip into
compact solution; comes standard with
MicroDot connectors that attach to a
wide range of adapters.
303-485-1025

Advanced CATV fiber-optic receiver features a wide optical input range of -8dBm to
+4dBm, digitally adjustable attenuator and equalizer, high RF output and built-in digital optical input power meter; can function as a node receiver only or with a return path
transmitter, modules of which are available in 13113nm, 1550nm and
rations using either FP or DFB lasers.
800-545-1022; www.olscntech.com
RASILIENT Systems

RASTOR 3500/7500/8500

Family of 64 -bit multicore AMD-based 2RU storage platforms offers high -capacity, highperformance flexible storage; incorporates redundant Active -Active controllers, redundant fans and redundant power supplies; comes with more capacity via high-performance
SAS expansion using RASTOR 200e expansion enclosures and flexible I/O options.

408-446-2078; www.rasilient.com

www.dpamicrophones.com

The Clock is Running Out!
Make Your Move to DTV With
An ERI Broadcast System

rELECTRONiCS RESEARCH, INC.

rJ

Call 877 ERI-LINE Visit www.eriinc.com
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MAPPERTM

BROADCAST ENGINEERING IS AIMED AT

Tally Routing & Mapping
One Button Operation
Store Maps Internally
Edit From a PC/Laptop

THE MARKET THAT INCLUDES CORPORATE

O

MANAGEMENT, ENGINEERS/TECHNICIANS

USB Equipment for
Testing and Validating
Digital TV Streams
Tests cable or terrestrial RF
signal integrity
Tests transport stream integrity
Analyzes, views, and forwards
signal
PSI/SI/PSIP information parsing,
ideal for DVB and cable

A Compact Solution,
Ideal for Mobile Units and
Multiple Production Setups.

AND OTHER MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL AT

COMMERCIAL AND PUBLIC TV STATIONS,
P(ST-PRODUCTION AND RECORDING
STUDIOS, BROADCAST NETWORKS, CABLE,
TELEPHONE AND SATELLITE PRODUCTION
CENTERS AND NETWORKS.

TO REACH INDUSTRY
PROFESSIONALS,

qp,c.

Videoframer.

PLACE YOUR AD TODAY!

858-613-1818

Control System Solutions

SUSAN SCHAEFER

www.dveo.com

Tel: 530-477-2000
roe

www.videoframesystems.com

-0

ENENSYS
echmolog
4)5

P 484.478.0154
F 913.514.6417
SUSAN.SCHAEFER@PENTON.COM

For Sale

magnum
TSG

AcousticsFirst
TNolFbr:

888-765-2900

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

HD Test Signal Generator
COMPANY FOR SALE

Well-known manufacturer of Master
Clocks and Timers is for sale. Owner

wishes to retire. Will consider out-

Multiple Signals & Multiple Standards
Engineer Version

Facilities Version

20 SD and HD Standards

VITC Generator*
Tri Level Sync Outputs

20 SD and HD Standards
8 Simultaneous Signals'
Lip Sync Test
Keyboard Entered (dents
4 Simultaneous Standards *
Tri Level Sync Outputs
Audio Tones

Audio Tones

'Specific to Facilities Version

Test Signals including
Moving Zone Plate*

Lip Sync Test
Keyboard Entered (dents

`Specific to Engineer Version

right purchase, or exclusive license to
manufacture.
See torpeytime.com.
Call Bob at 1-800-387-6141

Business Services

II LAWSON
architects for the broadcast industry

,SHOONEW

301 654 1600

www.lawsonarch.com

Shocitview Limited. 87 Cadbury Road, Sunbury Middlesex TWI 6 7LS
Tel: +44 (01 1932 782823 Fax: +44 101 1932 772824
Email: sales@shootview.com Web: www.shootview.com
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CLASSIFIEDS
Help Wanted
BROADCAST MAINTENANCE
TECHNICIAN

Position requires a self starter having experience with all video and audio formats,
analog and digital. Candidate must have
strong computer skills of Microsoft and Mac

OS as well as Networking. This position
also requires experience with Beta SP/SX,
News ENG, Vinten Robotics, Sony studio
cameras, Telex ADAM RTS and IFB systems,
AVID Media Composer, servers such as AVID
ISIS, UNITY, Seachange or HP. Knowledge is

expected for troubleshooting to the compo-

nent level. Comark transmitter operation
as well as knowledge of FCC broadcasting
rules is a plus. We offer a good health care
package, paid holidays, vacation, 401(k) and
stock plan. Send resumes to Angelo Macci,
Maintenance Manager, WTNH-TV, 8 Elm
Street, New Haven, CT 06510. No phone calls
please. EOE

TECHNICAL ENGINEER

The person in this position must have a
Bachelors degree in Computer Science or
Engineering. Successful candidate will have

experience in production, post production
and studio systems installation, operation
and maintenance. He/she must be able to
multi -task, must work well under pressure
and deadlines; must be a team player as well
as able to work independently with minimal
supervision; must possess strong analytical

thinking and organization and problem

Help Wanted

Be remarkable.
Remarkable individuals work at BAE Systems.
Their innovation is our competitive edge. And
to keep it that way, we invest in our people by
providing an energizing, team -oriented
environment, the latest technologies, ongoing
education, skill development and more. It's
the best way to preserve our intellectual
resources - and to inspire innovative
solutions for years to come.

These positions are located in scenic and
historic Southern Maryland, in the St. Mary's
County Technology Corridor adjacent to the
Patuxent River Naval Air Station.

VTC System Designer -Programmer

(Req #9999355)
Your responsibilities include evaluating
functionality requirements for video teleconferencing systems, new technology
products, system design feasibility, ease of
integration, and effectiveness of current VTC
user interface programs; creating
specifications for audiovisual, conferencing,
switching, control systems and other
computing systems; supervising/performing
installation and setup of audiovisual systems;
performing Crestron & AMX programming in
high-level programming languages, like C,
C++, or Java; and interfacing with customers
on design requirements.
Requires: Two years of Crestron or AMX video
teleconferencing system programming
experience, or solid understanding and use of
other high-level programming languages, like
C, C++, or Java; two years of audiovisual

solving skills. The ideal candidate must be
willing to be on call 24/7 and available to
work the second shift (3pm-12am). He/she
must have experience working with studio
cameras. Other helpful experience includes,
Apple Final Cut Pro Editing, Chyron and

CHIEF ENGINEER
WRBL-TV 3 in Columbus, Georgia is seeking
a Chief Engineer. Responsibilities to include

Apple graphic systems, Pro -Tools audio post

supervising technical operations, insuring

production and Digital Asset Management
systems. Responsibilities will include, but
are not limited to the following:
setting up studio camera and maintaining
production switcher and audio console;
setting up remote shoots, IFB and
telephone interfaces;
educating freelance operators about
systems,
trouble shooting equipment problems;
installation of hardware, software
upgrades and firmware of all systems and
electronic documentation of engineering
activity in CAD and database programs.
We are a studio in downtown Los Angeles,
CA. We care about our employees and the
quality of their lives. We offer a competitive

salary and benefits package, casual dress
code and free underground parking.
Send resume to Angela Showell, CPEhr, 9200
Sunset Blvd., Suite 1100, West Hollywood, CA
90069. ashowell@cpehr.com

FCC compliance, purchasing technical items

and equipment for other departments,
researching capital needs, repairing and
maintaining all station equipment, assisting
engineers with maintenance, coordinating
technical assistance with other departments,
maintaining transmitter towers
and

microwave equipment, preparing reports
and performing other administrative tasks.
Qualifications include two years of college, at
least 10 years experience including electrical,
broadcast and mechanical engineering,

a proven ability to manage, train, and

motivate engineering staff, and the ability to
make sound decisions on capital equipment

design and engineering; good verbal and
written communication skills; and eligibility for
DoD Security Clearance.

VTC / Audio Video Systems Analyst

(Req #10000974)
Duties encompass conducting systems
analysis concerned with moderately complex
technological or programmatic aspects of
systems support including integration;
conducting research through the application
of systems analytical techniques; reviewing
and analyzing moderately complex
technological and/or programmatic
requirements, specifications, and related
documentation; preparing and participating in
planning and status reviews; reviewing and
analyzing technological or programmatic
change documentation; and preparing cost,
schedule and technical input.
Two years of VTC/Audio Video design and
integration experience is required. AMX
and/or Crestron control systems, Tandberg
and/or Polycom VTC systems; and Matrix
switchers experience preferred.
Please apply online at:

www.baesystems.com/UScareers and
reference appropriate Req #. US citizenship
is required. EOE, M/F/D/V.

BAE SYSTEMS
REAL COMMITMENT. REAL ADVANTAGE.

BROADCAST ENGINEER
ROSCOR Corporation, a leading Chicago area

based video systems integration company,
has openings for experienced, highly motivated, and goal -oriented communications
systems engineers. The position includes
system design, checkout and commission-

ing of media based integrated solutions,
including broadcast and corporate communication customers. Solid background in
television systems, transmissions systems
and satellite communications system design.
Excellent compensation and benefits
package. Apply immediately for this chal-

lenging and exciting career opportunity
within a growing company.
Send resume to:
Email: opportunilies@rosconcom

as well as cooperate and coordinate with

Fax: 847-803-8089
Mail: 1061 Feehanville Drive

corporate management. Experience serving

Mt. Prospect, IL 60056

as chief or assistant chief with the ability
to work on high towers, operate and repair
all broadcast and non technical equipment
a must. EOE M/F/D/V. Pre -employment drug

and background screening required. Send
resume and references to: Human Resources,

WRBL 1350 13th Avenue Columbus, Ga.
31901, or email to hr@wrbl.com, or apply
online at www.mediageneral.com.

Broadcast
Engineering
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Black Friday
Next year's presidential election will cause
a spike in broadcast equipment sales.
BY ANTHONY R. GARGANO

As we prepare to ring in the
New Year, "visions of sugar plums" are still dancing

in many heads. Ah, yes.
Welcome to 2008, a presidential election year!
For equipment manufacturers,

if you are the one still responsible for

13X the $227 million that was spent

them being the staple, you better be
careful or you might not be able to

20 years ago.

hack it in the DTV era!

portunity. Don't forget, all those spots

Then consider HD news. With
many stations wanting to or planning
to transition local news to HD, 2008

And, it's not only an airtime opwill have to be captured, edited and
postproduced.

If your station has a production

each presidential election year represents a cornucopia of business

opportunity - a marketer's dream
and a salesman's delight. The equip-

ment sales bonanza that occurs in
the broadcast industry every four
years is the virtual equivalent to Black

Friday for retailers. I am sure many
broadcast equipment manufacturers
are thinking, "Wouldn't it be great if
this too were an annual event rather
than a quadrennial occurrence?" The
four-year spike in sales revenue for
manufacturers is as predictable as the
sunrise.

This is the time when chief engineers sprinkle wish list dust on their
long list of equipment needs. Main-

tenance and expense item budgets
bulge and capital equipment budgets fatten as approval committees

are not quite so tough with their
wring -out procedures for evalua-

The basis for all this spending
largesse is the huge revenue spike
that broadcasters will realize as those
swelling political campaign coffers
begin to pour into TV advertising.
might be the year to do just that both
from a competitive and an affordability perspective.
The basis for all this spending largesse is the huge revenue spike that
broadcasters will realize as those
swelling political campaign coffers

begin to pour into TV advertising.
With wide open races in 2008, there
will be a record number of candidates
from both the Democrat and Repub-

tion of capital equipment purchase

lican parties seeking victory in the
primaries and then the presidential

justifications.
The timing for this particular pres-

election. Add to that 11 gubernatorial
races, one-third of the Senate engaged

idential election is really opportune.
With the DTV changeover date coming early in 2009, next year will be a
good time for broadcasters to make
those DTV equipment purchases that
were overlooked or that they couldn't
afford in prior year budgets.
Test and measurement equipment
needs, for example, are a huge area
that many stations may have shortchanged or missed altogether. Waveform analyzers and vectorscopes are
still the staple at many stations, but
they won't cut it in the DTV era. And

in an election contest and all 435

112

House seats in play. Also, don't forget
the messages that a host of issues and

special interest groups will want to

arm, light a fire under the sales staff.

Need some new production equipment? What better justification is
there than an election year? In the
noise of all those airing commercials,
production value can be sold as a real
differentiator.
Remember, by the time the harvest
moon shines next year, that political
advocacy golden carriage filled with

media dollars will have just about

turned into a pumpkin. Whether
you're on the equipment supply side

or the equipment acquisition side,
you should already have a plan that
ensures you don't wind up with just
the seeds.

Anthony R. Gargano is a consultant and
former industry executive.

communicate. Plus there are a myriad
of local races.

In all, analysts are projecting politically related media spending to be
$3 billion during the 2008 election
year, with the vast majority of the media buying going to television. That's

a figure, by the way, that represents
a 77 -percent increase over what was
spent four years ago and a whopping
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and click on the Infrastructure
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NEXIO AMP

114,4RITS

POWER UP WITH NEXIO AMPT"- THE ADVANCED MEDIA PLATFORM.
System Highlights:

NEXIO AMP- is here... and all the rules have changed.
Featuring the industry's most advanced HD / SD server architecture, best -in -class

storage protection, integrated software codecs and automatic up/down/cross
conversion for complete format transparency, NEXIO AMP'" does much more

Exceptional fault tolerance - Complete I/O, data path and
storage redundancy available
I/O flexibility - Software -configurable HD, SD and mixed
HD/SD modes come standard

than simplify your workflow. It provides higher availability to your content and

High-performance architecture - Real-time, multistream,

speeds up the deployment of new channels.

64 -bit processing

Take on broadcasting's toughest challenges and change the way you think

Built-in scalability - Upgrade path from 3.6 TB of integrated
server storage to the true shared storage NEXIO- SAN

about video servers - with NEXIO AMP-.

To learn more, visit www.broadcast.harris.com/nexioamp.
Canada +1 800 387 0233

I

USA East +1 800 231 9673

I

USA West +1 888 843 7004

I

Integrated media services - Designed to support software enabled Harris broadcast applications, including media
analysis, channel branding, automation and multiviewer I/O
monitoring

Latin America +1 786 437 1960

Harris is the ONE company delivering interoperable workflow solutions across the entire broadcast delivery chain witha single, integrated approach.
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